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'rhis resea:cch project vIas de .3 igrLCo. t .o test , dir.ectly; 
.. 
a t ~_ i t vie chunge a~T~on9 hisrh schco]. sopl::)mo1.'c S. The study u t.'.J.~ .. 
i :?ed a socii:.1 ~, ~ .. y c h·=)logicol tneo.r etical. or i entation to CX ,::l iiliLe 
a specific a~·p(.:" ~.' t. of G ;·. :~ c ia J. ly rnediate:d i nformation , name ly f 
CO!":1rnun l.c cd:or of t.hs 1 21.:' s!)a s ive me s ~~ a ge " "Authority, " as i t 
has bee n d2f:'~nc~ -1 J.n t.hi [3 stud y I i ncludcr; t\·;o fact.ors! (1) the 
prE~stJ. g c a ri.:1 ( 2) the credibili t y of the soorce ., The t .v:c ;;~::-o -' 
2 
fes sibns selected were that of a physician and a social work-
er. It was expected that t he physician , b y virtue of his 
"higher perceived authority,P as evidenced by previous re-
search would b o more effective in producing att i tude change 
than would the socia l worker. 
Data was obtained by means of a modified version of the 
traditional pretest- posttest with control gr oup design. Al -
cohol usage and abusage was selected as the topic of the per-
suasive communication~ The dependent variable selected for 
study was the students! attitudes toward alcohol usage, as 
measured by the scores they received on an attitude instru-
ment. The i ndependent variable was the perceived authority 
o f the so rce or communicator. 
The experiment utilized 140 stude nts randomly selected 
from a tota l population of approximately 600 sophomor e stu-
dents e The 140 students were matched by triplets into six 
different exper i mental conditions from the scores each stu-
dent received on an alcohol knowledge questionnaire . The ex-
periment was conducted on two differe nt days. On the first 
day, th~ students received the alcohol knowledge quest ion-
naire; on the second day , the pretest, stimulus, and posttest 
were admini stered . A single actor, assuming both the physi-
cian and the socia l worker roles, delivered an identical mes-
sage concerning the detrimenta l phys ical and psycholog{cal 
effects of alcohol usage . Sta tistical ana lyses utilized an 
analysis of covariance. 
3 
The r esults showed that the experimental manipulation of 
perce ived a thority haa no ~ ignificant effect pan the stu-
d en s' attitudes toward the use and abuse of alcohol o In 
oth r word s , the physician fai led to be more success ful in 
producing attitude change t han the ·o c ial worker II 
Implications for the field of social work are mainly 
speculative ~ Social work direct ly involve s the process of 
communication, However p the social work p r ofession has infre -
~uently dealt directly with t he i ss e of influence (persua-
sion )· as it is related ~o att itude change. The question of 
authori ty as it rela.tes to the efr \ ~ctiveness of the social 
worker still remains unanswered 0 
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I.. BACI~GROUND · 
This _es e arch proj ec~ is an atte~pt to examine attitud e 
change as i-t is influe nced by the at thori ty of the comm un i -
cator . The r ese a r chers of the present study b _lieve th ~t o ne 
of on:L' fo remost issue s of con c ern for social \vorke rs should 
b e : "How a re \-1e affec t ing t.hosc inc i v i d u a ls wi th vlhOl i'\ we ..;rOX-K ? II 
F'or me n and women i n a n L" I'1b er of: di ff e rent p rofes sion s f s c h 
as doctor ~ , la\ye rs, social wo r k e rs, and s a le sme n , influencing 
psople is one of the primary aspects o f their professional 
behavior. l 
Exper ience indicates that adaptation involve~ the main-
tenance of a dynamic balance betwee n the needs of the pe ople 
and the delY!a nds of "the system" of ,·,hich they are a p a rt . 
Thus( recial wor k often entails modifying or helping to change 
aspects of lithe system " or an individ ual ' s conception of hi:11 '" 
self, his view of others, and the attitudes of o the ~ ~ towar d 
'j'he author s of this research project believe trn. t thE. 
proces s o f influence a nd attitude change is of sign i f ic a nce 
lJerOl'.le D. Frank r Pe rsuasion Cl nc1 Hea linq ( NE::·,l Ycrk : 
Sc hoc k f:: n Doo -S f 196 3) . -----.. --- -- - ----- - -- ----. 
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to the practice of cociul work . Therefore , i t is unfor tun-
ate that researchers in social "Jork haV E? i.nfrequently dealt 
directly with this issue. This has bee· the c ~se in spite of 
the fact that psycholo<]ists and social psychologists have 
\vritten exten'''ively 011 the subject for fo.any yearsc It was 
with such considerations in mind that the presen c project was 
undertaken . 
II. Tl-IEOHETICAIJ OEIEdTArr rON or rrI-IE c,TUDY: 
SOCIALLY I'JrD :U~~TED INFOH01ATION AND ]1/I'TITUDE CHANGE: 
For the most part I the pre pon0.E::ran Ce of work Oll in::l1J-
ence and attitude cha.Lge h as b een done within the field of 
social p~; yc l 10 1()gy ~ No lCO!'t1b, . J.1urnpr I and C()nver ~, e2 are on :.: 
of a g r oup of researchers who have v7ritten extensively (n t .b-:; 
subject of attitude change as an aspect of hu an interClc~·ion .. 
According to tl em, "attitude change depends very generally en. 
the receipt of new in f ormation that in some way or another is 
relevant to the attitude object from the point of view of th e 
. ., , 1 -1 ,,3 a ttJ_ tuae no ocr . 
Nost researcher s would agree that communication takes 
place in two ways : (1 ) directly, or (2 ) indir~ct ly i n a 50-
cially med iated forIn. vJhen inforIlla tion is obtCline(t direct.ly, 
th e receiver has a straightforward exposure to the subj ect 
2Theod.ore tl.. ..Je\·lcomb , Ralph B. ':i:l..n·n er , an, Philip E. 
Conver 5e I QO '--'ial Psychology ( J8~v York : Holt f F:incha ' t ~ind 
\~i irs ton, I rl c ~; ~ 9 6 5) . "-
3Ibid. p. 82 .. 
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matter. For example, an individual vho is at the scene of 
an automobile accident and actually observes the :ncident is 
receiving information about the accident directly. In con-
trast, indire~_~ or soc,l-"allx. l~~~ ... ,.J..r:f.0rma~onp is infor .... 
mation that is obtained secondhand froM a source about the 
subject rnatter. 4 In this case, the individua l having direct-
ly observed the auto1l1obile acciden p.light r e lay his experi 
ence to a friend, probably trying to convince his fiend of 
the severity and unpleasantness of h is experience~ The friend 
would t en be receiving his informat ion, socially mediated, 
from the individual who actually witnessed the accident. 
This distinction is illustrated 7 Figure 1. 
Receiver Information (Individual at~the---- "" ~~~. ~"...,.,..".~ S bject £.latt.er ~utomobile Accident) 
Scene of accident ) 
Receiver 
(Friend) 
< __ Information ~rc~_~~or~at~ ~ubject.Matter 
(Automobl le Acc1dent) 
Individual 
at the scene 
of accident 
Fiqure 1. Diagram of the difference betwee n direct 
and"Ti1dfrect (socially mediated) communication. 
Persuasion is a special case of attitude c ange where 
information relevant to the subject matter is communicated 
4AS Hovland f Janis, and Kelley (P ., 19) point out, therE! 
are many types of sources~ In this research project, "source" 
is an individual speaker who conullunicates directly to the re'" 
c eiver(s ) 0 
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to the receiver in a socially mediated form. "Typica lly, or! e 
party argues a point of view to another who rema ins essential-
ly a 'silent partner,.,,5 Research in the area of persuasive 
communication and attitude change has shown that there are 
three main classes of factors to consider in nderst and ing a 
persuasive exc ange: (1) characteristics of the receiver of 
the information, (2) characteristics of' the message, itself y 
that is received in the form of information about the subj ec t 
matter, and (3) characteristics of the source that is deliv-
ering the message c All of these facto rs are important for 
determining the effectiveness of a communication how favor ably 
or unfavorably the message is received. In the present st ldy , 
it is inferred that the higher an individual' os score on an 
attitude instrument, the more favorably he has received the 
message. 
The class of factors chosen for investigation in t'Jis 1 0( 0.' 
search project is the characteristics of the source of a per-
suasive communication. Research on the subject of attitu.d.:.:: 
changc 6 has shown that the evaluation of the source by the 
receiver affects his evalua tion o f the persuasive me ssage, 
5Newcomb , Turner, and Converse, p. 94 e 
6In the present study, attitude change has not been di~­
tinguishe d from the concept "opinion change." Research has 
shown tha t the relationshio between these two concepts is 
an intimat.e one? and a distinction bet een the two has not. 
been made by a majority of inve stiga.torss 
and c onsequently influences tho likelihood of attitude 
change. 7 Thus , it can be e xpected that whe n a source is 
evaluated highly , h e wi ll be better able to persuade his 
5 
r e c eiver to accept what he i s saying than if he is evaluated 
less favorably. 
III. THE INFLUENCE OF AUTHORITY 
Many factors contribute to the" evaluat ion of a source . 
Research in this area indic a tes tha t one of the most i mpor-
tant o factors in determining the effectiveness o f a com .luni -
cation is t he perceived aut ority o f the source o r communi-
cator . 8 As a re sult, the weight given the assertions of a 
source by its receiver ( s ) \:-7ill depend on subfactors asso-
eiated with authority; e .g ., the a mount of prestige and cred-
ib~l ity attributed to the source. 
P .. uthority re fers to "consensually supported pov-Jer . ,,9 
People accept the authority of an individual occupying a p cu:- -
ticular position because the y respect his persona l character-
istics, they h ave regard for the position regardless of who 
7H. G. Kelman and C. I. Hovland , "Reinsta tement of the 
Communicator in Delayed Heasurcment of Opinion Change 1 It \.T. 
Abnorm. Soc. Psycho1 ., 48 (195 3 ), pp. 327 - 335. 
8The present study has defined the term "authority" in 
terms of the perceived prestige aId c redibility of the sour ce 
of a persuas ive co~munication. 
9Newcomb , Turner, and Converse , p. 484. 
6 
occupies it, o r a comJ ination of these. IO Thus , authority is 
derived from the hierarchy or status of a position and ~ay 
have litt le to do with t he knowl edge and skills of the ind i -
vidua l occupying the position. For exa~p l e , research on pres-
tige r ank irlgs of occupat i ons over the years has fr equent ly 
shown that the t i tle of the occup~tion is what is actual y 
being ranked, rather than t he attributes of the individua l 
occupying the positiono Th us , the' c apabil ities of the indi -
vidua l may have little to do with the authority he possesseo 
or the amount of influenc e he has on others. In this s tudy, 
it is a ssumed that two p rofessionals , a physician and a so· 
cia l worker , are r elevant SOULces of authority , although o ne 
may b e considered more o f an authority than the other. 
Thi s hierarchial arransemen t o f positions buil t intc t he 
social structur e o f society confers authority on i ts occu-
pants by means of group norms . These norms are perpetua ted 
and passed from generation to generat ion. Thu s , the amount 
of prestige and credibility attributed to a profession ma y 
well be l argely based on the prest ige and cred i bi lity asso -
ciated with the pos ition , itself., and may there fore have 
little to do with the knowledge, ability , and skill s of the 
individua l. 
IV. VARIABLES ASSOC liTED WITH AUTH OR ITY 
1. Prestige 
.10Newcomb, Turner , and Converse , p. 484 . 
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Re search on per vuasi ve comiT1unications has sho~:ln "L.ha t, in 
some i nstances , merely perceiving a part icular source as ad-
vocating the n8 "1;1 opinion will be sufficient to i nduce atti-
tude c hange. This general ly is ' l-efe rrcd to as "presti ge sug-
gestiol1,l1 and in many experiments the expertise of the source 
is deliberdtely stressed . ll There Vlas a long line of experi-
mental work in the early days of social psychology, under the 
c a t egory o f "prestige sugge .::lt ion. II . This vlork essent.ially 
showed that when the prestige o f the source suggested high c x-
pertise, ra~her r emarkabl e informa tion a nd viewpo i nts might 
be accepted hy people Vlhose information about the sub j ect. nat.-
t er was sufficiently low$ 
2. Cred i bility 
More often , however, a communication include s auxiliary 
contents , such as appea ls and arguments, which operate as in-
centives for induci ng attitude change . In such instances , 
the nature of the source may affect the way in which the re -
ceiver (s) r espond s to these auxiliary incentive s. Hovland, 
Janis, and Kelley have i dentif i ed t wo i mportant aspects of 
this situation : (1) the extent to which a cm~unicator is per-
c eived to be a sour ce of valid assert ions (hi s "expertness ll ) 
and ( 2 ) t he degree of cc nfi dence i n the communicator 's inten 
to commun i cate the assertions he considers most va lid (his 
lIS .. E. "Asch , "The Doctrine of Su'gSjes tion Prestjge and 
Imi ta tion in Soc ial Psycho logy I ' " Psychol . Rev. I 55 (1 948 ), 
pp. .2 50 - 2"16 0 -
8 
"trustworthiness ") . 12 The s e tvlO clements, combined by Hov-
land l Janis, and Kelley , are referr sd to as the "credibility" 
of the source or co~~unicator. 
v. SURVEY OF PR ~VIOUS FINDI NGS 
1 . Studies Concerning Source Crceibility 
Studies conducted over the past forty y~ars have shown 
that the higher the credibility of the source of a persuasi e 
.comrnunic a tion, the greater the attitude change. 13 In these 
studies, influence has been relate d to certain qu~lities at-
tributed to the con~unicator by t.e receiver (s), which in-
clude: leade rship, e x pertise, p res tige , trustworthiness and 
impartiality~ A number of studies have also sho"n that per-
suasive communicat.ions are the mo s t effective when the re-
1 2Carl I. Hovland , I rving L. \Janis , and Harold H. Kel-
l ey , CO tlInunication and Persuasion (1966) p. 21. 
13f1 • Saadi and P . R . Farnsvlor th , '!rrhe Degrees of Accept--
ance of Dogmatic Statements and Preferences for r.rheir Sup-
posed !1akers," J . Abnorm. Soc . Psychol. , 2 9 (1934) , pp. 143-
1 50. ~ 
A . O . Bowden , F . F . Caldwe11 r and G~ A . ~\'est , " A Study 
i n Prestige , ·r Arn . J . Sociol ~, 40 (1934 ), pp . 19 3-204 . 
R . K . Merton, rvl c:.~s-Per-suasio!~:~~_s~cial PSlcl!? lo~.!. 
a \"lar Bond Drive ( LJew York: Harpe r, 1946f. 
C. I. Hovland , A. A. Lmosdaine , and F . D. Sheffield, 
Experiments on iYIass COIa.r.:1unication {Princeton Univ . Press I 
1949)-.- -
P . H. Tannenbatl:r.1; "Initial Attitude 'fo,\vard Source and 
Concept a s Factors in Attitude Change Through Comrn unication, \I 
Pub. Op i n • Quart. t 2 0 ( 19 56) , p p . 413 - 4 25 . 
C. I. Hovland , I. L. Janis , and H. H. Kelley , Cor:ununi-
cation and Persuasion (New Haven and Lonc.or.: Yale Unrv:--Press, 
1966 ) • 
c eiver ( s ) is una~'lare of the communicator's i ntent to per-
suade . 14 
9 
A major cri t icism o f many of the studies tha c h ave been 
done in the area of source crecibility and attitude change 
i s that the subjects ' evaluat ion o f the source and content of 
the communication it self, must be "double mediated ." For 
ex ample, i n a s tudy by Hovland arid weiss ,IS instead of re-
ceiving a face-to-face socially media.ted corrunun icat i cn , re-
e eivers were presented the mater i al in w~itten form, such 
t hat the linkage of sour c e and content had to b e maue ind i-
r ect ly. Similar ly, Kelman and Hovland 16 presented a cornmuni-
ea t ion via recording o f a radio p rogran series , vlh ich again 
required the receiver ( s ) to °make a non-visua l linkage bet~,veen 
th (~ source and the sub ject matter . 
17 Another fault, discussed by Solomon ,· is the fact that 
experimenta l stud ie s in attitude change have failed to in-
elude a control group in their desi gns . As a result, it i s 
virtua lly i mpossible to inve stigate either the effects of 
l4 p • F. La zarsfeld , B. Berelson, and H. Ga udet, The 
Peopl e ' s Choice: HOvT th e Vo ter 11akes Up Hi s r\1ind in -aPres 
i dentiaI Campaign ( Ne\·] York : D atI , Sloan , and Pearce , -
1944 ) • 
15C • I. Hovland , H . Heiss, li The Infl uence of Source Cred -
ib i lity o n Conununication I.:ffectivcaess I" Public Orin . Quar ot .. , 
15 (195 1 ) I pp. 635-650. 
l6 Kelman a n d Hovland , pp. 327 -33 5. 
. l7 R . R . Solomon , "An Extension °o f Control Group Design I II 
Psy ch. Bull ., 4 6 (19 49 ), p p . 137--150. 
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the educa . ional p r ocedure o r the influence of the attitude 
scal e . In the present stu y , a contro l gr up is included. 
2. Studies Concern "ng Occupat ional Prestige 
Ove r the past thi r ty-five y e ars; a multitude of studies 
have been conducted o n the s ub j ect of o ccupational prestige , 
most of wh ich have been simple ranking studies. Re searcher_ 
have fou nd that when o ccupa . ~ ons are r a n ed by t he general 
American public, consisten differences emerge in the pres -
tige as signed to dif ferent o ccupa ticns. For e xamp e, the 
occupation of United Sta tes Supreme Court Justice has consis-
t ently b een ranked as one o f the most prestigeful: occupa-
tions such as prostitute, garbage collector and shoe shiner 
have consistently been pl il c~d at the bottom of prest~ge 
scales. Clearly, there is consistency i n the ranking o f var-
ious occupations over the past thirty- five years . 18 
VI. DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONCEPTUAL HYPOTHESES 
The presen t study was undert2ken to measure the degree 
18M• Smith, "Proposals for Making a Scale of Occupation-
al Status,H Sociology and Social Research, 20 (193 5 ) r pp. 40 -49. ~ __ ~_~ _____ . _________ ~~w~ 
C. C. North and P. K. Hatt , uJobs and Occ pat ions: A 
Popular Eva luation i " O?in. News~ 9 (19 47 ), pp. 3-1 3. 
W. L. \"larner, r.1. -I~~~e~2.'nd K. Eel s , "Occupationa l Com-
position of Socia Clo.sses," Man, "'lork and Societ (New York: 
Basic Books, Inc" 1 962) ~ ~-~---~--~. ~~~--~ 
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of attitude change as a function of the Il authority " o f the 
source o f a persuasiv e cort11l1un icat ion. In light of the pre-· 
vious research tllat has been done, specific hypotheses as to 
how the authority of the source influences the amount of at -· 
titude change h ave been deve lope~ . 
These hypotheses are: 
1. 'l'he hig]ler t he perce! ved . a~uthori t y_?f the source o f a 
communi c at ion I the greater th f! a.tt i tude c hange . 
2 . Authori tativc:; commun icat ions will pro'...uce signifi 
c a 1tl_y grea ,-.er atti tude eha 19_0 than \17i11 no con r..1unicati _ 
at all. 
,"vith these two hypothes E~s the s'Cuc1y \7i1 1 evaluate the 
de9 ree t .O vvhich the p2J:'ccivec1 aut1'lor i ty of t ,,,,o professionals 
(a physician and a social worker ) influences the attitude 
c hange of subjects . Since physicians have consistently 
1 9 
ranked higher in prest ige than soc i a l wor kers , we expect 
t o find that the persuasiveness of the physician is greater 
than that of the socia l worker. 'rhere i s , hO'i:Jever, some in -
d ication that in recent. year s I as the f iel d of social \·york 
h 3 S expanded, the gap in prestige rankings between the physi-
. . h' -. 20 c an and the soclal worker may ave sorneHna ·t n arrO\·lea . 
19 S 0 f t ~ 1" . e..... 00 no I._e () • 
20Ya t hleen ~ '~oodroofe/ Fr0'11 Ch a ritv to Soci al t-;ory. 
(Lono on: Routledge and Kegan , 19 62 ). ~ 
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VII. . SU?-U·EL·,Y OF THE. RESEAHCH PROBLEd 
In cummary , the research evic1enc G indica tes that "'hen 
social ly med iated informa tion is presented in an attempt to 
persuade , alter or change a rec eiver 's attitudes -award cer-
tain is s ues, the nature and amoun of change that can be ex-
pected to oc c u r is significantly influen c ed by the authority 
(prestige and credibili ty ) of the source or. commun ica tor . 
Given the evidence that the physician has consistently 
-been ranked significantly higher in prestige , albei t author 
ity, than has the social wo r ke r , it is expected tha t the phy-
sician will b e more successfu l in produc i ng atti t ude change 
than will the social ~dorker . In addi t ion lit is expected 
that the visua l presence of a cora.rnun icator \'Jill enhance thE.: 
acceptance of the ideas included in the message. Thus, mo~e 
attitude change is expected to occur when · the source is vi s-
ibly pj~esent than when no authoritative source at all is a t -




1. Choice of Alcohol Usage and Abusage as a 'ropic 
The choice of alcohol usage and abusage for the message 
content arose by a process of elimination. To study the e f-
fects of change, a topic wa s required that would be of inter 
est to the subject s (high sc.ool students ) but not over ex-
posed to theftl through the me (lia. It wa s fel t th a t r e c e ntly 
. the psycho~act i ve drugs I e. g. fL. S. D. I heroir;e. I barbi tua tes { 
et:c., had received a great deal of attention , especial.l., 'It i t h 
r espect to concern about thei r usage among high school stu-
dents. Alcohol usage was chose n , therefore, because it waa 
an area of relevant concern for high school students , and al-
co}101 , i Lself, has ef f~cts \·!t-)ich recently have not been dis-
Ctlssc!cl to the ::xtcn t. "t:ha t . e f f e cts of such drugs have. 
A sUJ.:vey c £ curr0~nt rea cling material VIas made for the 
Ioea tj o n of sub] E:ct F~a t ter that Ha~~ relevant to the high 
school po?ula~ ion a nd con~roversial enough to stimulate in-
tere~t . A list \'i (1 S 1-:1 2.d e of v a rious subj ects rela ted to al 
cOdol anc~ the frequ c:ncy v]i t:h ~l hich the y appeared in. some 
magazines. rr'he. s~].cvey in clt~G ed pO l)ular maguzi~ '? s such as 
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Po~, ~_~, and NeV1s~ that \·;ould be ~. c.J.d and rea dily o.V ·:. i 1 --
able to a igh school population~ Th e r es~a~ch literature 
also yielded a standardiz el Me thod of testing for alcohol 
knowledge and an alcohol attitude change que stionnai re . Both 
were d eveloped by the Divi s ion of Alcoholism, Alabama Depart-
ment of Mental Health (Appendices Bp J and L)e 21 
High school sophomores were chosen because the y are at 
the age (1 4-15 ) when alcohol becomes readily available to them 
from older peers. This, comb i ned with their cha ng e to the 
newly acquired high school status , ·raises a mUltiplicity of 
questions about drinking a lcohol and its effects. It was al-
so fel t that due to the su jects' ages, they ~ould not h ave 
been pre viou s ly exposed to a great d Ea l o f information about 
the effect s of alec 101. They were to begin a hea l th course 
sequence the i sophomore y ear which would give them orne in-
for! ation on alcohol; this would likely b e their f irst fo . --
mal introduction to the topic of alcohol usage in an in-
structional setting. 
The area of alcohol u s age was also chosen because of its 
impo r t ance and concern to pro f essiona ls such as social work-
ers and physicia ns who trequently come into contact witt 
21George E~ Passey and Dempsey F. Pennington , J. AG , Tech-
niques fo r t he Ass (:.s sment of Selected Atti tudes Tov;c~ rd Arco-'~' 
norancr~use;=-( r-"1ontgomcry ;--'P_rabama Divl SiO"n oflUCOFio f~ sm f 
. 9 8 s 
George E. Pas sey a nd Dempsey F. Pennington, Jr., Deve l -
opme n t o f a Scale for the Assessment of Knowledge Concern~.ng 
Alcoho l a.nd Its use·, { 1o ntgomery: AlabamaDIvi sIon o r Aleo ': 
holism, I 9"6"8 ) • --
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proble~s involving its consumption . In addit ' on, probably 
more than ever before in history, a multitude of controver-
sial issues abounding within and among cultures h as led to a 
confusing combina tion of factual and fictional inforr! ation 
about alcohol usage. F inal ly, contro 1 of alcollo_ L sage \Vas 
tried unsuccessfully during the Prohibition Era. This emo -
tional and legislative effort to ' influence ito use was fol 
lowed by an era when much was actually discovered about the 
medical ramifications of iLs u sage. 
The questionnaire frorf1 the Alahama CoITtruission 01 Alcohol-
ism u sed in the study involves four areas of alcohol usage 
and of alcoholism: 
(1) Program Aspects 
a ) Attitudes with respect to treatment of alcoholism. 
b ) Fruitfulness of treatment. 
c) Whose responsibility is the treatment. 
d } Funding of treatment programs . 
e ) Attitude with respect to education regarding al-
c ohol . 
f ) Professional training . 
( 2 ) Legal and Social Co~~ro~ 
a ) This section was designed to determine the atti 
tude of an individual toward a laissez-faire 
approach to the control of alcohol as a beveraGe 
_I 
and , at the other extreme, to a rigid prohibi-
tion of all alcoholic beverages . 
(3) 
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Attitude To\vard I·lodera te (Social ) Drinkina 
--------~-~-- -' 
Moderate use of alcohol i s widely practiced among 
high school students , . the~se lves. Specifically , thc 
material e xamines \\lhat pe ople wi thin a defined pop-
ulation feel about such a practice . 
( 4 ) Alcoholism and t h e Alcoholic 
This section was developed based on two i deas : 
a) that the publ i c attitude is c r itical to the be-
havio r of t he alcoholic , a nd, 
b) tha t a population with adverse attitudes towar d 
alcohol usage and the alcoholic would not likely 
ac,?ept in forI"1ation regarding such matters as t he 
support of treatncnt faci li t i es for alcoholics. 
2. The Control of Interaction Effects 
Studies on attitude change have, for many years , utili -
zed the traditional pretest-posttest with control group de--
sign, which controls fo r the main o r primary effects o f his-
tory (events occurr ing during the time s~an from the pretest 
to the posttest), ma turat ion (~ ffects occurring ~ith the p as · 
sage of time such as g r owing older , hungr ier, or more tire~ ), 
and the testing, (Hawthorne effect), it.self . However , in 
recent years this design h as been sho wn to conta i n a serio~s 
weakness when c ertain neas ur ing instruments are used i n t he 
p retest . Hilli am D . Brooks , in a cOfl1parative stud y of this 
17 
problem, has pointed out that this weakness i s apparently an 
interaction effect . of the pretest i nstru ,.er t ~.tli th the experi-
mental variable. " ~'lhen measuring instruments o f a J-:ind which 
may sensi tize the subject in onc way or another to the exper-
i mental variable are us ed i n the pretest, the effect operates 
to contaminate .the exper imenta l res 11 ts. 1122 
In contrast to the main effects o f 
t esting, history, and maturation , which 
manifest themse lves in mean differences 
independent of the presence of other var-
iables , interaction effects are joint ef-
fects which may occur even when no main 
effects arc present. 23 
Campbe ll has said : 
Applied LO t he testing variable , the in 
t eraction effect mig1t in'o J.vc not a shift 
due solely or direc tly l.-O the rP.easuremer t 
process , but rather a sens itization of re-
s pondents to the experimental variable so 
that when X wa s preceded by 0 there would b~ 
a cha nge I whereas both ~~ and 0 would be \'li th-
out effect occurr ing alone. 24 
Fur thermore, sens itization, r a ther than c reating the pos- . 
itive effects of producing a change in c~]bination with the 
experimental variable , may also prevent detection of a 
22William D. Brooks , "Effec s of a Persuasive Hessage 
Upon Attitudes : A ~lethodo ogical Comparison of an Offset 
Before- fter Des ign li-th a Pretest-Pos ttest Design , " The 
Journal of Communicat ion , XVI #3 (Sept. 19(6) , pp. 180-188 .. 
23 Ibid . 
24 Dona l d T. Campbell , "Fac tors Relevan·t t o the Validity 
of Experiments i.n Soc i a l Settings ," Psyc . . Bull. (July 195 4 ) I 
pp . 29 7- 312 . -" 
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c han"ge that might have o therftl i se occurred. Hovland , 25 in his 
Army studies , found that t he pretcst. reduced the effects of 
the experimental variable b£cause of the elicitation of a 
commitment by the su j ect to a given position. Simi lar ly, 
Solomon 26 found that a spelting pretest given to children re-
duced the effects o f training. He presented an i nprovcfi1ent 
of the t rac1 i -tional pretest-posttest c1es iqn to reduce the bi--
asing effects of such interaction s and demonstrated that the 
use of a three-group (one experincnta l and t 'itJO control groups ) 
design , and in some c ases , a four-g~oup (one experimental 
and three contro l qroups ) design c an se rve to substantially 
rec. nce in ~craction effects . Solomon utilizes t he t erm II i n·-
t erac tion" vIi th reference to \Ilha t occurs v,Then the pretest 
or:e I"c::tte s directly upon the "training in a Hay that signifi --
cantly r educ es the effectiveness o f the training per iod, i t-
27 
self. 
Campbell, in his classic discussion of how extraneous 
25Hovland, LUMsd a ine, and Sheffield, Ope cit. 
26S01omon, pp. 137-150. 
27So1omon, p. 141. "Interactions" include three areas 
of possible psycholog ical. biasina ~ First, Solomon points 
out that there is a great pos sibility that merely taking a 
pretest changes the sub jects ' attitudes toward the training 
procedur.es . Se condly! it m y even change the "set" or at-
tention factors i mportant to the effectiveness o f training. 
Finally, it may actua lly c Lange the manner in which the sub·-
jects "pe rceive " the t ra ining mater ial. 
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variables affect e x perimental validity , pointed out that in 
opinion and attitude research, interview and attitude test s 
have been shovln to be higlly reactive. 28 He stated that 
"In general , any measurement procedu.re Hhich makes the sub-
·j ect conscious or aware of the fact of the experiment c an be 
suspected of being a reactive meas urenent.,,29 In addition, 
he found that when the me asuremen t proces s is not a part of 
the norma l environment or is actu~ lly involved in the pro-
cess being stuoieu, it is probabl jr reactive. 
Recently , however , efforts hnve been nade to control or 
at least reduce those int:.er2.c '-ion effects which have been 
shown to greatly limit the usefulness and validity o f exper-
iments conducted in social settings. Droo~s30 h as demOl-
strated in several studies the u5 2ge of a newer research dc-
sign , the "offset be f ore-after" design as a possible solu·-
t ion f or some of these problems . Brooks hypothes i zed : (1 ) 
t hat the "offset before - after " design can control the pri-· 
mary effec ts of extraneous variables as well as docs the 
t raditional design , and ( 2 ) that the "offset before-after " 
design will allow for measurement of the persuasive effect 
o f a r eactive measuring instrlu:lent sepa rate from t he effect. 
o f t he experimenta l variahle5 Three groups were uti l ized in 
28cumpbell , pp . 297-312. 
29 I b ' --~_\..';. ., p. 2 99 . 
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his study. Two groups comprisoJ the traditional design; on8 
wi th a pretc!s t, stimul us, Clnc1 a. posttcst i ancl the other \-Ji tIl 
a pretest 1 no stimul us, ancl a posttest ~ The third group of 
subj ects did not r e ceive a pr e test; in s tead , they simply he ~rd 
the speech (the stimul us) and complete d the posttest. The 
offset design utilized fo r the experiment is illustrated in 
Figure 2. 
Pretest Stimulus Posttest 
Group A x x x 
Group B x x 
Group C x x 
Figure 2. The "Offset Before - After" Design 
Brooks found that the "offset before-after" design can 
trolled for the primary effects of extraneous variables, such 
as sex, age , and time of day as well as did the tradit ional 
design. More important, however , were the findings related 
to the interaction of the prete~t with the experimental var-
i able . Here, the direct attitude scale used was shown to be 
a reactive measuring instrument , b ased on .the criteria from 
t d · b b 11 31 d . 32 sou les y Camp e an Crespl. The attitude scale us ed 
31 Campbell , pp. 297-312. 
32 L . D. Cresp', I!The Interview Effect on Polling,!1 Pub. 
Opine Quart._, (1 94 8 ), pp. 99-111 . 
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i n Brooks ' study ' as shown to be "reactive " in that the " o ff-
s et before-after" subjects 1n Gr o up C changed their attitudes 
significant l y , while the p retest-posttest subjects in Gx oup B 
did not c hange their attitudes t o an equal extent. Thus , the 
o ffset design allowed for a more se sit ive assessment of the 
subjects ' att itude changes t han did the traditional p retest-
po s ttest design ; i. e~ , jt registered a change in attitude 
that would not have been detected b y the traditional d esign. 
In the trad itional design , the sub j ects ' attitudes (the phen-
omena being measured ) would have been aff cted by the meas-
uring instrumen t , but this effect wou l d have been masked , ith-
in the at ti tude cllang(~ resul t- • 
To replicate the findings o f Brooks ' investigation , a 
second study was carried ou t at: r·lcPhersoD Col1e~fc , BcPherson , 
K '191:3 33 t ' l" - l,- " oCf t b f .J::t " d ' ,ansas 1n 0 , U -1 1z1ng ble OL se e ore - a£ er eS1gn 
with college speech c l asses. The re s ults and intcrpretatio~ 
of the data were essentially the same as for Brooks ' oril;,in-
al experiment , ver i fying and substantiating his conclusions . 
From the resul ts o f tlese stud ies , it appear ed that the 
we a kness of ·the tra j i tional des ign, \·,hen r eactive instru-
ments are - u sed , was serious enough to warrant adoption of the 
o f fse t design. That i s , when one uses direct attitude scale 
i ns truments , which may be react i v e , such as a questionna ire 
administered to a live aud i ence, h e o ught to seriously con --
33Brooks , p p . 185-186 . 
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sider the use of the "offset before--a f ter" design, or some 
variant of it. 
3. A Hodification of Brooks' D~n. 
The pre sen t investigation adopted a modified v e rsion of 
the offse t design describe d by Brooks, ba s ed on the expe cta-
tion that a n interactio~ effect would be obtained. The mod-
ified de s ign uses six groups - two receive the "physician" 
stimulus, two receive the "social wo r ker " stimulu s, and two 
are control groups 0 All of the subjects received the post .... 
t est and the scores obta ine d on the posttest became a base 
level of r es !o n se fo r comp a r ing the grolps on at t itudp change. 
In Brooks' d es ign, (Figure 2.) Grou p B did not take the pos t 
test . In this study, it was assume d that the posttest scores 
would not differ from the pretest l since the lime lapse be-
tween tests was only twelve minutes. It was assumed that the 
attitudes would not change by maturation in such a short time. 
However p since two different stimulus situations and two c on-
t rol groups were being utilized in the cur rent st dy, the 
posttest scores were needed to provide a uniform base from 
which to compare a l l six groups. In addition, to control Lor 
the order of presentation in the three different experimen '.-
al conditions, the order of pretest no pretest situations 
were then alterna ted within the designc 
II~ VARIABLES 
1. Definition of the Independent Variable 
23 
Source prestige was one of the aspects of the indepe nd-
ent variable selected for study. It was assumed that the 
high school students' evaluations o f prestige would be in ac-
cord with the pre~tige evaluations of the general public in 
.~erica. This assumption was based on the numerous studies 
reviewed earlier in this report that have b een conducted over 
the years on prestige rankings of physicians and social work-
34 
ers. This v ar i ab l e was , however , comb ine d with Hovland, 
Janis, 'and KelleY's35 concept of credibility to constitute 
/ 
\..,hat the present investigators have termed "source authority. It 
It was assumed that the credibility of the message 
SOl1rce- It physician" or "social worker"-\<las established by the 
introduction the actor received from the teacher of the class 
in which he wa.s delivering the message . Each teacher was 
briefed before the ehperiment and was given standardized 
written instruct: ons for this introduction (see Appendix A) . 
This provided uniformity ~~d contrel for the possible effects 
that variations in instructions might h ave had on the stu-
dents' responses to the communicat.or . The rationale for 
having the regu 1 ar teacher s i~ trod 'lee the communica t,or vIas 
based on the desirability of keeping the setting as natural 
as possible. It was as suned that utilizing the teachers for 
34 
Hovland, Janis, and Kelley ; Ope cit. 
35Ibid ., p. 21. 
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I 
the introductions would make the situation less complicated 
and require a min~mum of explanation beyond what was actu-
ally necessary for carrying out the experiment. 
It was expected that the students had already accepted 
the teacher as a credible source due to their consistent ex-
posure to and familiarity with him, and that this would func-
tion as a direct bridge for establishing the credibility and 
identity of the communic a tor. An inventory of teacher cred-
ibility was not taken , so there was no way of actually meas-
u ring this assumed relationship_ However, comments from the 
students at the end of the experiment indicated that they . 
had, in fact, accepted the actor as he was introduced .by the 
t e achers. 
Source or communicator cred ibility, as the term was p,.rn-
ployed in this study, is comprised of two elements: (1) the 
extent to which a communicator is perceived to be a source of 
valid assertions (his "expertness") and (2) the degree of con-
fidence in the communicator;s intent to communicate the asser-
. . 36 
tions he considers most valid (his "trustworthiness"). As 
previously noted, both factors are important for an audience's 
accepta nce of the material being prese nted in any given com-
munication. 
2. Definition of the De pe ndent Variable 
The dependent v a riable, for this study, is the ·stude nt's 
attitude toward alcohol usage, as measured by the paper-and-
36Hovland, Janis, and Kelley, 0E. cit., p. 21. 
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penc-il in s trum~nt previously men t ioned. Attitud e cha.nge has 
been opera tiona lly ccfinc d as the differ ence betwee n th e 
scores obtained by eacJ1 stud ent on t wo e q uival e nt forms of 
the sale test, one version taken he fo re the presentation by 




a) The Student-s 
The grouI-,s fo r this s u d y \'lere drawn from the .,o t al nrL1!'-
ber of s op}l omor e s tuc.e n t s r a pprox im ~lt.e ly six Lun'1red I in a 
high school which inclu~ed a little o'er one-third of the 
secondary school population of an urban pub lic school dis-
trict. . The g roups Here selected frorn biology classes I since 
all Soph08 ore students were required to study biologY, and 
the class sections Tere set up o n a non-tracked b a sis . Cl itSS 
as~, igr:ments of t:'le students were determined on a student re-
oue st ba s is I as Hell as fClctors affcctinC] the act l.l_'-lJ. sched · 
uling of classes . Thu s , _th e s _u0e r".'ts w~re not a.!..:;signed ac..:-· 
cOl:c'!in(j to pre - a ctCt'r-J.in e: d criteria s'Uch ( i~~ an alphabeti.c a l 
or c] e:. or "l _hr.,- )11(J r-t the clustc r i Illj of .sc: ctiG:l ~; (-'V ot.her subjec t. 
a b J.e . 
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.1 ... persona l information she et ( 82e AI:)pendix C) was h ande :-} 
out to each studen t in these classes o n the first day o f 
testing at the vchoo J. 'rIfle data ind icated that the sex ra-
tio o f the sa!'~p le u se.::l ~,.;as c; l rnost equa l, 51% male and 49 % f8 --
male . Th e aqc-; ro. rlS}E.-? sho'ved a very nor rnul c urve of the three 
years (1 4 , 15 and 16) vhich were represented-13.5 % wer e 14 , 
72.4 % were 15; and It1~l % were 16. 1\ h igh percentC1ge o f the 
students (64% ) indic at~d th a t th e y h ad been active in some 
type o f extracurr icular organ izat ion the year before. The 
social o rganizac ion s were i dentified as being the mos t popu-
lar. 
The questio n r egarditig religion and at tendance at a r e-
ligious service yielded i nteresting informCltion. Of thos e 
who answered the question , 62.3% cons ider ed the~se1ves Pro-
testant, 19.5% Catholic , 16. 4% some o ther faith , and 1.9% 
Jewish . The que stion of attendance at church sho "rcd 40.1% 
who attended regularly (weekly), 23.4 % seldom ( holiday~ a rid 
special occa sions ), 16.8 % occasionally (less than weekly), 
and 19.8 % never . Of the stud ents who responded to the quen -
tion regarding the gra des t hey e arneJ , 41.4 % said they re-
c e ived A and B grades , 56.6 % C grades , and 2.4% D and F 
grades. 
An interesting contr a st was fou nd in the type of j ob t~0 
student was preparing for. Of t h o se respond ing , 49 .6 % were 
prepar ing for a white c ollar job whe reas o n l y 31. 5% of the ir 
fathe r s held such a position. The students indicated that 
professional occupation 
requiring at least a college degree. Only lOe3% of their 
fathers and 8.8% of their mothers he d such a job. 
b) Familial Background 
27 
In the area of ed cation, it was not surprising that the 
parents were fairly close to each other with 51.8% o f the 
fathers and 65.1% of the mothe~s h aving completed at least a 
year of h igh school. One difference was found in the indi-
vidual families: if the educationa achievement of the father 
was less than high school, then generally the mother had one 
o r two years more education, but if the father had any col 
l ege at all, the trend was reversed with the mother having 
1 -2 years less formal education. This trend followed in pnst 
college work. 7.0 ~ of their f athers completed post college 
work but only 2 . 1 % of their mothers had received such edu-
cation. Political preference was fairly well split, but the 
mothers were more .frequently Republican than the f athers. 
The income q uestion was only answered by 69. 1 % of the stu-
dents-some responded with "it i s none of your busines c ." 
The re sults showed that 6.9 % had an incorn~ of les s than $4 ,OO Of 
34.5 % had an income between $4,O O O -$ 7,9 ~9 , 38.8% had an in-
come be t ween $8,000- $11,999, and 19.8 % earned above $12,OO O~ 
2. The Actor 
A ~ingle actor was cmpl y ed to assume both tte social 
worker role and the role of physician~ By having the same 
act6r assume both roles, biases o f the non-verbal sort such 
28 
as gestures, voice intensity, pitch, tempo , and mannerisms, 
(which would be difficult either to repeat or measure ) Jere 
reduc ed. Duncan, Rosenberg, and Finkelstein 37 found that 
when different actors \-Jer e utilized in a communicative situ 
ation, "the transcribed paralinguistic and intona"t ion behav -
ior s functioned as significant cues and carried considerable 
influence, accounting for 52% 6f the variance in subjects' 
responses.,,38 
The present researchers had no way of actually measuring 
whether o r not the actor did remain constant in his presen~ 
tations and consistent in his verbal and non-verbal cues giv-
en. It was known, howc 7er , ~hat the actor, who is actually 
a director of ministerial services in an institutional sett:ng, 
felt that he functioned the same each time; indirectly con-
fi~ming this, the lengths of the verbal p~esentations were 
very similar, being within one minute of each other . 
3. Conduct of the Experiment 
The principal of the high school in which the experi-
ment was conducted, made the recommendation that biology 
classes should be used beca se of their non-trac i~g char-
37 S. Duncan, Jr., M. J. Rosenberg, and J c Finkelstein, 
"The Paralanguage of Experimental Biasi" Sociometry, 32 
(l969) • 
38 Ibid ., p. 209. 
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acter and th") i r large ize wh ich would afford an adequate 
sCi l,r:ple. 'The six cIa c; sro om sit ua t ions ~dcr e dra"vn fron the 
thi rd and fourth class periods of the day, taught by three 
b':'ology teache rs. 'rhe rationale for nsing these periods in 
th e school day ~,.;as tha t by doing so , it tdaS possible to re-
duce the attrition in the groups as we ll as other biasing 
f actors that @ight h ave been i ntfoduced by u sing t he extreme 
ends of ,the school day , that is , by u sing the first and 
six'h per i ds .. Natura l classroont si tuations ; i.e., actual 
rooms a d teach ers , were u sed to reduce the ar ti f i cial ' ty 
o f tle experimenta l set-· p. 
The first step in the exper' ~1 nt \ ',ClS a ITleeting , 'r.'l •. ieh 
wa s reId vJi th each of the tGaCh0r S \1110 ','i€;rc to be invo1 vecJ. 
in the exporiment. 'I'hey were tol(~ the sequence of events , 
rationa l es , and the n e ed for i suring that the students were 
n o t cued to the ' fact that an e xperiment was b~ing cOlducted~ 
The fo rms were explained and the time sequence and time lim-
i tations which ~ould be i nvolved in the handing o u t of tIe 
mate rial was covered. Each of the teachers agreed to coop-
erate to the full e st of the ir ability . 
T\·;o days later , the person0-1 i n fornat ion sheet (Appen-
dix C) and the alcohol knowledge instrumen t (.Z\ppe nd ix B) I 
we re h anded out to the three teache rs b efore the third school 
p oriod to recuce the experimenter ' s contact with students in 
the actual test situation . At t he' beginn ing of each period 
(3 rd a nd 4th) I roll was calle~ in each class ; t hen the know-
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l edge instrument was administered by the teachers* The teac h -
e rs were asked to hand out the questionnaires firs t and then 
to e xplain that the students were being asked to fill them 
out as an information gathering device ~ The tea che rs were 
asked to answer no que s tions beyond explaining that the pro-
c edure was a method o f gathering in f o rmation. From all in-
.dications (student conver atio n and feedback from teachers ), 
the students were accepting a nd completed the que st ionna ires 
wi thout comment. The time elapsed to complete the instru-
ment was approximate ly twenty minutes fo r each c ass. 
The persona l in f ormation shee t {Appendix C} was adminis -
t ered by the t eachers after the knowledge ins trument had b een 
collec ted. This form was explaine d as something t hat would 
b e correlated \,li th the infor-rna t.ion gathered on the knowl e dg e 
questionnaire i Again, the reaction was minimal and a ccepting 
Thi s f orm was c ompleted in approxima tely twenty minutes; thus , 
the full period was u sed to c omp l ete both forms. No student 
failed to have adequate time to complete them both. 
One week later , the final set of questionna ire s were 
administered ~ Each o f the teachers received a list of the 
students Hho \vere to b e moved from their room to another. 
No students were missed in this process. Calling of the 
r oll and changing rooms took a pproximately four minutes~ 
Since the biology rooms are on the same floor and in t h9 
same school wing, the st.udents did 'not hav'e a great d istance 
to travel. Then, each teacher read a di fferent set of i n-
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s tructions to his class depe~J~ng upon wh ' ch stimulus the 
class was to receive. Px· e t. c.~-;t adninistra tion, p resentation 
of the speech o r contro l ( . tudy t ime ) condi tion, and post-
test administ ation were accomplishe ~ Verbal instructions 
to the t eachers -tressed that no question s wer~ to be ans -
wered u nti l the end of h - postte~·t a.dministration. The time 
sequence of the experiment i~ illustrated by Figure 3. 
Participant 
Teacher *1 






'rHIRD PER 00 
Minutes 
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
roll 





pretest phy sician posttest ex~ 
p l.::t. na tion 
pretest stud y 
p er i od 
posttest ex-' 














study period posttest explan-
ation 
pretest socia l explan-
worker ation 
fre e 
physician posttest e xplan- free 
ation 
Figure 3. Minute by minute actions of the participant. 
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One of the experimenter us ed the last minutes of the 
class to explain to the students what had taken place. The 
third period group on the first day \'las told that they were 
part of a study to de terTt1ine hOH much t11ey knev! about alco-
ho~ and their cooperation was asked in not revea ling to the 
fourth period class any of the material they had seen. ~hey 
were told that they would r eceive a complete explanation the 
followi ng day . Emphasis was placed on conpleting the ques-
tionnaires in order to draw attention away from the presenter . 
-The experimenter did explain to the fourth period classes ex-
actly what had taken place . On the following ay, the fir s t 
ten minute~ of each of the third period classes were spent 




I. STATEMENT OF RESEARCH PROBLEM 
The present study pas under.taken to measure the d egree 
of attit de change as it i s a fu nction of the "authority" of 
the source o f a persuas i ve communication. Past researc h i n-
dicated that when socially med ' ated information is p resent8d 
in an attempt to persuade, a ter, o r change a receiver's atti-
t udes toward certain issues, the n a tur e and amount of chang e 
that c an be expected ~o occ r is significantly influenced by 
the authority (prestige and credibility) rf the source o r 
communicator . 
Given the evidence tha t physicians have consistently 
been ranked significantly higher in pre s tige, albeit author-
ity, than have social worker s, the exper imenters expected to 
fi nd in this study that the physician would be more success~ 
ful in producing attitude cha nge than would the social wor ker . 
In addition, it was expected that the visual presence of a 
communicator would enhance the accep t a nce of the ideas in-
cluded in the message. Thu s , more attitude change was ex-
pected to occur when t he source was visibly present than 
whe n no author itative source at nIl was attributed to a p e r-
suasive communication . However, fur ther consideration has 
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shown that this hypothesis (see Chapter II) is actually an 
extension of the first hypothesis. Therefore, the two hy-
potheses have been combined and will be treated as a single 
hypothesis. 
As is mentioned in Chapter II, the experimenters were · 
also concerned with the interaction effects of the pretest 
on the posttest; as a result, a modified version of Brooks' 
design was adopted. As the experimenters were using direct 
attitude scale instruments, which may be reactive (measur-
ing the attitude of an individual often modifies the atti-
tude) and two different sources of authority, it became ad~ 
visable to adopt a method for determining if there was. an 
inceraction effect. 
I I • Sl'UDEN'r SAHPLE 
The experiment was conducted on two different days. 
The scores received by . each student on the alcohol knowledge 
questionnaire were used to m?tch the students, who were then 
randomly assigned to experimental conditions within each 
class period (see Appendix N for further discussion of the 
method used). As expected, there was some attrition of stu-
dents on the second day of the experiment. An F test was 
conducted on the score each student received on the alcohol 
knowledge questionnaire . The results of the F test showed 
that there were no significant differences between any of the 
classes in the same period or in scores of the students when 
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compared from o ne period to the next. 
The total sa-mp l e used in the experiment on both days 
was 140 students o These s t udents were a s signed to six dif -
fe ren t e xperimenta l conditions : the distribution of students 
in each e):perirnental condi tion is given in Table I <I 
TABLE I e 
EXPE RIMENTAL CONDIT I ONS 
Questionna ires 
Received Physician Social Worker Control Total 
Pretest and 
Posttest 













The questions used on the pretest and posttcst attitude 
instruments were taken directly from TechniguesJor -the Asses,E.· .. 
ment of Selected Attitudes Toward Alcoho l and Its Use, a pam-
phlet published by the Alabama Department o f Mental Health ~ 
The wording of the questions was not changed except that for 
questions which asked s pecifica lly about tIle State of Alabama , 
the word 'Oregon ' was substituted. - There was a total of 60 
questions on each test (both tests were shown to be eq ivalent 
forms). 
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The rna imum pos s ible score on the pretest was 139. On 
the po s ttest the total po s sible score was 1 42~5. The range of 
scores received by the stude nts o n the pretest was from 50 0 8 
to 130.6, and the range of scores on the posttest was from 51.3 
to 134.5 .., The score mean s a nc. sta ndard deviations are pre -
s ented in Table II. The top two rows a r e the pretest and post 
test scor es obtained from the s a me group of seventy three stu-
d ent s (se e Table I ). The bo t tom r o w contains scores obtai~cd 
from t he group of six ty-seven students who were administere d 
o nly the pasttest ( see Table 1)0 
TABLE lIe 
ALCOHOL ATTITUDE QUEuTI OUNA lhE : 





Posttest 10 3 .4 
------------------~ 







~CI.Q&e"'::ir __ qt 
SOC IAL WORKER 
mean stand. 
dev. 
102.2 15 0 1 
104.2 16.1 






109.9 15 ~ 6 
102.4 12.4 
~~--------~-~------.-------------------------
It should be noted that there i s a rank o rder of mean 
di fferences between pretest and posttest scores. In the 
physic ian condition, the dif ference between the students' 
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scores was 4 e 2. In the social worker condition, the dif 
ference between the students' ccores was 2.0: the control 
condition showed the least amount of change in scores repre-
sented at . 7 . 
IV. EFFECT OF PRETEST ON POSTTEST SCORES 
A mo ification of Brooks f experimental design was 
adopted (see Chapter II ) to determine if there was any j oint 
effect between: (1 ) having received or not having received 
the 'pretest, and ( 2 ) a particular experimental condition. 
Not only is there a question of such a joint effect (inter-
action), but also the analysis will answer the question of 
whether or not there is a sign:ficant difference between all 
posttest scores (reactive effect of pretesting ) . An analy-
s is o f variance was used to answer t hese ~wo questio ns. Re-
f err i ng to Table II , t he bottom two r ows (posttest scores of 
t he two g roups ) were used i n this analysis. The results o f 
thi s ana l ysis o f v ariance o f the posttes t scores are g iven 
. i n Table III. 
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TABLE III. 
ANALYSI S OF VARIANCE POSTTEST SCORES 
.-----.-.-.,-.q-~-----
Variance 
Attributa l To: 
Total Sum of 
Squares 
Exper i menta l 




Inte r action 
Error 
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Estimate 
of V riance 




The analys is reveals that the interac t ion effect is 
not significa nt (F=.99). Therefore j no joint effect pre-
vailed between experimental conditions (physici an,. social 
worker, control) and whether or not a student recei ed a pre-
test . Also, no significant difference was found betwe en 
groups receiving or not receiv~ng a pretest (F=.72), This 
is an interes ting finding in light of previous research, and 
it will be discussed in the las t chapter. Final ly, the dif-
ference between posttest scores of the groups in e a ch of t he 
three experimental conditions is nbt significa nt (F= .42). 
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v. EFFECT OF AUTHORITY 
Since we have determined that there is no interaction 
between pretesting and e xperimenta l condition, we a re now 
free to determine if perceived authority did ha ve an effect 
o n the attitudes of the students conce_ning the use of alco"" 
hoI. To determine this effect, the posttest scores from the 
three experimental conditions that received a pretest are 
compared, using an analysis of covariance, which adjusts the 
posttest mean scores to t ake into account the initia l level 
of the p r etest scores (compare Table II, top t wo rows ) . 
The experimental hypothesis is: ~~ hig12er th~ per-
c eived ~~horL.~ a c ommunicato r P ___ "",~-". ==-.-i __ """""""''''''' 
change~ It can be sta ted statistically as it is related to 
",.....,.,.~ 
the posttest mean sco;es. This hypothesis assumes that the 
mean score in the physician condition will be greater than 
that in the social worker condition; :n turn, the mean score 
o f the social worker condition will be grea te r than that of 
the control group condi tion 01EA .. ~ > MEAN > 
physician social worker 
MEAN 
c ontrol ) . The null hypothesi s is that the mean scores of 
t he t h ree exper ' mental ~ondition s will be e qua l (MEAN 
physician 
= MEAN = MEAN 
social worker control) • 
The results of the analysi s of covariance which was 
used to test the null hypothesis are contained in Table IV. 
TABLE IV" 
TEST FOH SIGJ IFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES 
AHONG ADJUSTED r1EANS 
Variance 
Attr ibu .... 
table To: 
Total Sum 
Sum o f 
Squares 
of Squares 19,407,9 44,, 6 
Pretes t Scores 13.0 
Residual Sum 




















The total sum of squares for the posttest scores is 
19,407,944.6, which is re flec ted in the top row of Table IV. 
This is the total sum of square s that will be broken down 0 
As was rnen t foned earlie r , the analysis of covariance takes 
into con s ideration how much correlation there is 'between the 
pretest scores and the posttest scores; in this case, it is 
determined to be R s ~tn of squar _s o [ 1 3 .0. This extremely 
small sum o~ squares (13.0) is interesting, since previous 
studies concerning attitude change ind icated that there 
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should be some correlation of pretest to posttest scores e 
The re i s a possibility, ~trongly suggested by thi s result v 
that the students marked the answers to the pretest form of 
the questionnaire randomly; ise~p they guessed e 
The next row is the total sum of squares which is not 
explained by the effec s of the pretest on the posttest but 
is explained by t he different experimental conditions. As 
c an be seen from the table of means (Table II), each experi-
mental condition has a different posttes~ mean score . The 
dif~erence among posttest mean scores is a sum of squares of 
642.6. The sum, 642.6, is subtracted from 19,407,931.6, 
leaving a st..m of squares of 19,407,289. 0 This last number 
i s called an "error. U The "error" i s a reflection of indi'" 
v idual di ffere nce s among the studcnt~o 
The main effect of the experiment is related to the 
s um of squares o f 642 c 6. This score and the error sum of 
s quares are divided by the degrees of freedom to yield es-
timates of var i ance. The error estimate of variance is di-
vided into the estimate of v ariance frol. the experimental 
conditions to y i eld a ratio between what can be explained by 
the d iffereA t experimenta co.ditions and what cannot be ex-
p lained by either the experimenta condition or the pretest 
e ffects . The F is extremely small, (F= .O Ol). 'Therefore, \ve 
c annot reject the null hypothesis ( MEAN - lilliAN 
p hysician social 
= HEAN 
worker · c ontrol)~ Because we cannot reject this hy-
pothesis , we must c onclude that the experimenta l manipulation 
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o f perceived authority had no significant effect upon the stu-
dents ' atti tudes t .oward the use and abuse o f alcohol . 
This study was undertaken to mea sure the degree of 
attitude change as a function , of the "authori ,ty " of the 
source of a persuasive cornrn.un icat ion . It was expected that 
a physician would have more success in affecting attitude 
change than a social worker , but , in this study , the result s 
showed that in the physi cia ll condition , there was no sig-
nificantly g reater change i n the students ' attitldes. This 
re search design perr:littec1 the experimenters to examine the 
v a rious ef£ec"t.s the experime ntal c onditions a nd pretest 
vlould have on the resul ts. Resul ts sho\'Jed tha t the prete s t 
did not have an effect (reac tive or corre l a tion ) on the 
posttest;there was no interaction effect in the experimental. 
c onditions . 
I . PRETESTING EFFECT 
I n Chapter I II, section IV , it was found that the pre-
t est did not have any s i gnifica n t effect on the outc ome of 
t he posttest score s (reactive effect ) . r1'his finding is 
noteworthy in light of the findings of earlier studies 
(Chapter II ) I which ind icated the pretest ing effect would 
l ikely affect the outcome of the posttest . The effect that 
is 'measured, when corn p a r ing the mean posttest scores of 
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those Vlho did receive a pretest vii th the Means of those W'IO 
did not, is related to the reactive feature of pretesting& 
However, the results indica tec1 that there was no statisti-
cal difference between the posttest scores of the two 
groups. In the present stud y, there are two possible ex-
planations for this finding. The students may not have been 
sufficiently stimulated (inter~st and curiosity aroused ) by 
the in formation containe d in the pretest to read it thorough-
ly, therefore , they may h ave guessed at the answers. Another 
possibility is that the educational effort was too short in 
length to significantly influence the attitudes of the stu-
dents in any of the groups. 
The second question concer ning the effects of the pre-
test on the posttest can be approa che d by referring to the 
result s of the analysis of covar iance. In Chapter II, it 
was pointed out that the pretest would have a direct effect 
on the posttest. In other words, if all of the students were 
given a pretest, it would be expected that a correlation be-
tweerl the pretest scores and the posttest scores would be 
found. Table IV shows that the variance attributed to the 
prete st scores (13.0) is jus~ a small fraction of the total 
sum o f squares. Thus , it vlas expected tha. t there \Aloulc.l be 
some significant corre lation between the students ' pretest 
and posttest scores. The resul ts , howe ve:c I shOT/led that in 
this stud y, there was no significant correlation between 
pretest scores and posttest scores. The reasons for this 
are , again , myriad, but the poss~hility that the stuaents 
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guessed on the pretest is strongly suggested. 
II. EFFECT OF l\UTIiO~I'rY O~ .. ; ArrTITUDE CH}\FGE 
There are several possible explanations to account 
for the finding that the students were not influenced to 
chang8 their atti tudes to\"Tarc. alcohol use and abuse. One 
such expla.nation is related to the fact that in this re-
search project, the credibility of the teachers (see Chap 
ter II ) was assumed.. It is possible t hat for the students! 
the teache rs were not as credible as thr?y vJere assumed to 
be. It was not known for sure whether or not the students 
did accept the introJuctions and inSLructions given them by 
the teacLers as credible, especi.ally since the directions 
were at variance with everyday classroom procedure and sul-
j ect content . 
As indica ted in Chapter I I a reviev,J of past and cur--
rent literature was made to determine the prestige rankings 
o f various occupations. The results were taken from various 
representat ive san ples that provided an indication of how 
the general population ranked various occupations . Pres-
t.ige ratings of occupations f,rom the population utilized in 
- this study werp. not obtained , thus, it is reconnen(:ed that 
shot:!. ld this type of research he conducteo again I the exper-· 
imcnters turn to the sample that they will be usi.ng and ob-
tain , from t~em , their r ankjng of· the various occupations . 
By tak ing the specific sample into consideration , the ex-
perinenters may find it feasible to use d · fferent occupa-
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tions and conduct an ezperirnent utili zing more than two oc-
cupations . It i~ possible that other variables besides 
authority and prestige are affecting attitude c hange . 
As was pointed o ut in Chapter I , there is some ind i -
c at ion that the prestige rankings of some occupations h ave 
c hanged in recent years. There ~re strong i ndications that 
the prestige o f the occupation of social worker has changed 
considerably over a perioa o f a few years. Th~s, it is en-
tirely possible t hat the students perceive little, if any , 
difference i n the prestige o f physicians and social workers . 
I II . LINITATIOn S AdD Rl-:C01'.FvlENDATIOHS 
An evaluation of this re seilrch pro j ect revealed sev-
eral limit~tions associat~d with the sample s elected for 
study and the actual conduction of the experiment. First, 
the structure cf the school day c h o sen -Jas such t at it W EI. S 
difficult to s h ift students fron class to class and i m-
possible to shi f t them fror:l one class period to the next .. 
It was f ound that there were li~i tation s as to the nuro.ber 
of variables that could be controlled ~nile still maint~in­
ing a large enough s ample . T.he time s chedule o f the class-
room situation also lade it difficult to give effective i n -
structions to t he stu "ents befo re the tests so that they 
would not vie\v the materia l as "j ust anot .er assignment~" 
The fifty-minute class periods did not provile the stu ents 
with a dequate time to absorb the materia l included in the 
questionnaires o r speech. 
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The topic that was used to determine attitude change 
\'laS limited to vlhat \'laS thought to be controversial subject 
matter. It is felt that the population that i.s to be tested 
is likely the best source to determine what constitutes con-
t roversial sub j ect materiul. It is possible that the top-
ic(s) comprising the pretest should not be the same as that 
chosen to obtain the necessary information frOM the students 
for matching purposes ( see Chapter II, discussion of sensi-
tization) • 
Sophomores were presumed to be at an age vlhere they 
would change their attitudes c oncerning alcohol use or any 
other c ontroversial subject more readily than any other 
group, i.e., juniors or seniors , in the high school setting. 
Two different age groups coula b~ used to deternine at what 
age attitudes are more pliable" 
The l ength of the educational effort concerning alco-
hol usage was extremely short , 10 - 11 minutes, such that the 
i deas presented to the students may not have been absorbed 
by them. Thus , it may be useful to lengthen the presenta-
tion . " Another factor is the type of educational exper i ence . 
The sample of students in this study received a dydactic 
(passive) educa tional effort , rather than one Hhich \vould 
enlist them as active participants , e.g., demonstrations , 
movies, and role playing . 
Another problem has to do with the content of the 
speech concerning alcohol usage . The speech utilized in 
this st\.1dy was "slanted f to vard "the negative which may have 
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c aused some students to ignore ~~at was being said. Fe-
seurch evidence (Chapt.cr I, source "trustvlorthiness II) has 
ShO\-7n that "slanted /I or o ne-sided cOY'u':1un ications (messages ) 
a re many times le ss persuasive , since the receivers may f ee l 
that the source has so~ething to g3in, personally, fr om 
having his i deas accepted . The addition of pos itive state-
ments may a lso have the effect of gaining the attention of 
students who have alread y decided to use aleo_ol. 
Attitude change , in this study , was measured over a 
very short period of time (pretest , sti uulus g and posttest 
were administered o n the sa:n,e day ) . 110 attempt was made ', 0 
determi ne if tne c hanges i n attitudes , if there had been 
any, were sustained or l ost ove r a period of time . 
I V • I I:lPI , I Cl'..'l' I on s 
As pointe d out i n Chapter I t the social work pro-
fession has infrequent ly dealt directly with the issue of 
i nfluence (p e rsuas ion ) as it i s related to attitude c hang e . 
The researchers of the research project be l ieve that this 
i s unto r tunate , since social work directly involves the 
process of c om ... rnunica tion. 
It has b een indicated that social workers are con-
c erned with the effects the y are having upon those individ-
uals \-.ri th v,hOLl ::lley Vlork . . I mp iea tions for the profession 
of socia l wo rk not o n ly point to the d irec t influe nc e 
social workers may ha ve upon their clients through direct 
c asework methods , b u t a s o to the ind ire ct i nfluenc e . For 
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example I the effE;ctivencss of the social l,'lorker depends 
t 1 11 h t . no on~y upon w •. ~ lS saic1 1l or "ho~ it is said , " but , as 
pointed out in Chclpter I , it also depends upon "who says 
it'l (authority) . However, in this study it was shown that 
authority c1ic1 not have a significant effect on producing 
attitud e change. Thus , (luthority as it relates to the 
effectiveness of the social worke r remains unanswered. 
It was found that sever21 variables ( length of pre-
sentation, etc .) may have affected the outcome of thi.s 
study . Thus, professionals in the field of social work must 
become more aware of the variables t.'lat may be affecting 
their clients. There may be many variables that affe ct 
socia l work interve ntion that h a v e yet to be e x plored . 
v . NEED FOE F'URrl'HBR R ~ SE,A t~CH 
The findings o f this research project are not c on-
elusive; additional research is needed . It is believed 
that the research design ut i l i zed in thi s study was solid 
and based on past work t hat has been done in the field o f 
. att i tud e change, and severa l of t.he wea.k areas i n th i s 
study have been pointed out to be refined even further 
( length of presentation , speech ). Addit i onal research is 
needed to deterr~ine if t.he authori ty of t.he communicato r 
( source) doe s ma ke a difference in the attitude change of 
the receiver. 
The research represented in this study has made a 
contribution to the field 6£ socia l work by pointing o ut 
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areas of difficulty in actually determining the attitudes 
o f individuals regarding any given piece of inforL1ation that 
may be given 'co them ( in the social \'lork profession , the ex-
c hange of information i s often between the client and the 
s oc i al 'dorker ) . 
The task undertaken i n this researc h was to assess 
t he effect authority has o n changing the attitude s o f stu-
dents . As t he findings prese nted i n this stud y are not con-
c lus i ve , a great deal of work i s l eft to be done . What ef-
f ect authority does ha~e on prorl ucing attitude change re-
mains in guestion . 
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APPENDIX A 
TEACHER'S INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDEJTS 
FIRST DAY OF EXPERIMENT 
Today, we have a questionnaire that we would like you 
to fill out. The questions are a part of a study concerning 
. high school sophomores and what they know about alcohol use. 
Your names are asked on the forms only as a way of correla-
ting the material. 
On Personal Information Sheet: 
Question #5 - please list the organizations you are a mem-
ber of; do not mark in spaces . 
APPENDIX B 
ALCOHOL ATTI'l'UDE QUESTIONNAIRE. 
Name 
l~a-s~t------------ first middle 
The following questions are to be completed as quickly 
as possible. Do not skip any questions but answer each one. 
Work quickly, do not leave any questions unanswered, return 
to any to check your answers g If you must guess to answer 1 
do so. When you are finished turn your paper over. 
True False 
1. During the prohibition era excessive drink-
ing was principally regarded as a moral is-
sue. 
2. Most of the diseases of alcoholism are caused 
by improper diet and hygiene. 
3. The temperate use of alcohol, provided a 
normal diet is maintained, cannot produce 
disease. 
4. Natural fermentation of the sugars of fruits 
is the process ..... of making t-line. 
5. Whiskey containing 80% alcohol is described 
as being 80 proof. 
6. Members of Alcoholics Anonymous admit they 
cannot control their drinking of alcohol. 
7. Children of alcoholics seem more likely to 
become alcoholics themselves than do chil-
dren of moderate drinkers. 
8. One-fifth to one-third of all alcoholics in 
the United States are women. 
9. Authorities estimate that there are 700,000 
female alcoholics in the United States today. 
True · False 
• 
59 
10. If individua ls who drink excessively are pun-
ished they may still become alcoholics. 
11. A drink taken with food has less effect than 
one taken on an empty stomach. 
12. Natural fermentation processes, if allowed 
to continue to completion, produce a bever-
age of less than 30% alcohol. 
13 . Drunkenness on the part of an individual 
clear ly shows that he is addicted to alcohol. 
14. The individual, at the beginning stages of 
alcohol ism , looks just about like the other 
neurotic people in his crowd. 
15. Prohibi ti on has c on' many occasions, been 
given up after a trial. 
16. Nationwide prohibition in the United states 
became law with the passage of the 16th amend-
ment. 
17. Distilled spirits did not make their appear-
ance in Europe until the 15th century. 
18. All churches condemn drunkenness but not all 
require their members to be abstainers • 
19. The membership of Alcoholics Anonymous is 
restricted to those who cannot otherwise af-
ford treatment. 
20. An individual who has been taking the drug, 
Antabuse, is able to drink moderately. 
21. The individual who has "lost control" with 
regard to his drinking is likely to become 
an extravagant spender. 
22. Antabuse is a drug which a wife could use 
to help cure her husband's drinking without 
his being a are of it. 
23. The everyday use of alcoholic beverages was 
accepted in early America. 
24. The drug , Antabuse, is habit forming just as · 
is morphine. 
rrrue . False 
25. Alcoholics .2\nonymouf:~ is a reformer I s group. 
26 . Almost all vegetable substances are sources 
of alco hol. 
27. Children of moderate drinkers have mental 
disorders more often than do children of ab-
sta~ne l:S c 
28. The or iginu J purpose in ta x ing alcoholic bev-
e rages was to lirrit thei~ use. 
29. Public la\'~ regaj-ds exces3 ive drinking as a n 
illness ra~her than an illegal act. 
30 . Dictionary de f initions of alcoholism imply 
that alea olism is the direct result of the 
use of alcohol. 
31~ Locki g tp the l iquor supply is an effective 
way of tieating the alcoholic. 
32.. There O.re a numbE::.l':- of very effective h ang-
over c ures . 
33 . Taxing of alcoholic beverages in the United 
States is look ed upon today only as a means 
o f gaining t a x revenue and not as a means of 
l i miting usage . 
3 4 . People with low incomes tend to drink more 
than those of the middle income group ~ 
35. There are fewe r alcoholics among those who 
stick to beer and wine than there are among 
those who drink hard liquor. 
36. As two people progress toward extreme drunk-
enness, their behavio r tends to become more 
and more ·alike. 
37. Alcohol, even in small amounts , relieves 
t ension and allows one to forget unpleasant 
t hings. 
38 . Whiskey is aged to increase its alcoholic 
c ontent. 
3 9 . Churches which require temperance of their 
members consider any consumption of alcoholic 
beverages sinful •. 
True ' False 
40. Alcohol acts as a typical narcotic. 
41. When an individual who has been taking the 
drug, Antabuse, drinks even a small amount 
of alcohol he becomes violently ill. 
42. Alcohol is described medically as a stimu-
lant. 
43v A person who drinks a pint of whiskey a day 
receive s less than one-fourth of h is daily 
calory tleeds. 
44. Wines are fortified by adding additional al-
cohol after fermenta tion is stopped. 
45. In the 1850'5, prohibition laws were adopted 
in 13 states. 
46. Alcoholiqs Anonymous believes that once a 
person become s an alcoholic, he will always 
remain an alcoholic. 
47. Most alcoholics like the taste of liquor. 
48. Most alcoholics hate themselves for their 
lack of ability to stop drinking. 
49. By 1863, only one state still had a prohi-
bition law. 
50. Alcohol relieves tension and relaxes the in-
dividual just as other sedatives do. 
51. The origina l purpose of taxing alcoholic bev-
erages was to gain reven ue and only inciden-
tally to limi t consu.rnption. 
52. Alcoholics Anonymous actively recruits mem-
bers. 
53. "Beer heart" is caused by the action of ex-
cess alcohol on the heart muscle. 
54. Experts have noted that the tendency of low-
er-middle class people to abstain from drink-
ing is often to distinguish themselves from 
the lowest social class. 
55. Most drinking a-rnong high school students is 
of beer and wine~ 
True False 
62 
56. Vomiting following the intake of a great deal 
of alcohol is caused primarily by the contin-
uous odor present. 
57. One of the principle reasons for drinking al-
coholic beverages in Eu~ope during the middle 
ages was t he lack of safe drinking water. 
58. A large person requires about the same amount 
of alcohol to become fltight" as does a small 
person. 
59. Sufficient alcohol to reduce a person's un-
pleasant feelings will also eliminate all of 
his other feelings. 
60. Alcoholics Anonymous believes that the alco-
holic must become a total abstainer. 
61. Small amounts of alcohol usua lly reduce one's 
ability. to make judgment , particularly about 
himself . 
. 62. The tendency to become an alcoholic is appar-
ently inherited . 
63. Withholding money from the alcoholic is usu-
ally helpful in curing him. 
64. Brain wave patterns of alcoholics are some-
what different from those of non-alcoholics. 
65. Individuals who have traveling jobs become 
alcoholic more often than those who have jobs 
which allow them to live at home. 
66. About 50% of the alcoholics in the United 
States are women. 
67. Host alcoholics appear for treatment only 
after some physical or P?ychological crisis 
has occurred. 
68. Alcohol affects physical skills before it 
affects mental abilities of the drinker. 
69. Native vlhite Americans ShOv.l a relatively low 
rate of alcoholism. 
70. A limited amount of alcohol before eating 
will act as ' a mild stimulant to the stomach 
True False 
and hence to the appetite. 
71. Going "on the wago1" is necessary to the re-
habil itation of the alcoholic. 
72. Most alcoholics appear for treat.ment only 
when the illne ss is in an advanced stage. 
73. Alcoholism is a disease which gets progres-
sively worse. 
74. There are very few Jewish people who are al-
coholics. 
75. Liquors are produced by distilling naturally 
fermented drinks to obtain a high percentage 
of alcohol. 
76. In the early stages of alcoholism the indi-
vidual can control ·the amount he drinks on 
any occas ion. 
77. vvhen t he ' individua l goes from soc ial drinki.ng 
to alcoholism , one c an clearly see the change 
in that person .. 
78. Mass drunkenness in r e ligious observances is 
found in many private societies. 
79. Alcoholism is as common in rural areas as it 
is in cities. 
80. In preparing beer, the fermentation process 
is stopped before it is complete. 
81. In the so-called conditioned response method 
of treatment, a drug which produces vomiting 
is given along with some alcoholic beverage. 
82. Alcoholics Anonymous emphasizes that the al-
coholic must refuse even the smallest amounts 
of alcohol in any form other than medical. 
83. Poles show a very low rate of alcoholism. 
84. Less than one-fourth of the money spent for 
alcoholic beverages goes to the governInent 
for taxes. 
85. In the early days of our country, a person 
was fined or jailed for drunkenness. 
86. Alcohol has no real effect on a person's 
64 
True ' False feelings o f shame and remorse v 
87. In all societies in the world where alcoholic 




A. Personal Data: 
1. Initials 
2. Age Month Year 
--- --- -~ -,-
3. Sex: Hale Female 
4. How many school organizations in the last school you 
attended \vere you a member of ___ (clubs, church 
groups, etc.) ? 
















6. In which of the above organizations were you the most 
active? 
------------------------









8. How often do you att~nd ,religious meetings? 
66 
r egularly (weekly ) 
---
occasionally (le ss than weekly ) 
---
---
seldom (holidays o r ppecial occasions) 
never 
9. What occupation are you preparing yourself for? 
---









_____ other (specify ) 
11. The grades I get are mostly 
A and B 
c 
D and F 








B. Family Data: 
.67 




2. Do you have any brothers or sisters? 
___ Y, es 
no 
3. What is the highest level of education completed by 
father 
(give by numbers, i.e., one year of col-
mother lege = 13) 
---
4. What is your father's usual or most frequent occupa-
tion? 
(if deceased or retired, give last 
--------------.---------- occupation ) 
5. What is your mother's usual or most frequent occupa-
tion? 











_____ Other (specify) 
8. Wnat is your father's approximate income ? 
---$ 0 - $ 3,999 per yea.r 
68 . 
---
$ 4,000 - $ 7,999 p~r year 
____ _ $ 8,000 - $11,999 per year 
- --
$12,000 + per year 
9. In the last five ye ars , how many city to city moves 
has your family made ___ __ 
10. In the last five years , how many moves within the 
same city has your family made 
---
APPENDIX D 
TEACH ER'S I NSTRUC'l' IONS TO STUD ENTS 
SECOND DAY OF EXPERI MENT 
(PRETEST, PHYSICIAN, POSTTEST EXPERIHENTAL CONDITION) 
Teacher says to students: 
I'm sure you have noticed that today, some of you are in 
different classes than you were last week when you were given 
the Alcohol Knowledge Questionnaire; we have regrouped you 
according to the scores you received~ Let me rea~sure you 
that everyone scored v~ry highly on the questionnaire, and I 
am very pleased with the results. The classroom arra ngements 
for today are only temporary and you will be returning to your 
regular classes tomorro\·,. 
1. Today, I have another questionnaire I would like to have 
you fill out. (Give them ten minu tes to complete them). 
2. Now, I would like to introduce our guest speaker for to-
day. This is (Dr. Adams) who is a practicing physician in 
the Portland area. He will speak to you today on the topic 
of alcoholism. Please do not ask any questions or make com-
ments during the speech. Time has been provided at the end 
of the period for this purpose. (step #2 should take about 
fifteen minutes). 
3. Before our question and answer period, I would like to 
have you conplete a final questionnaire. (Give them ten min-
utes). 
4. Question and ans\ver period . . 
APPENDIX E 
TEACHER'S INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS 
SECOND DAY OF EXPERIMENT 
(NO PRETEST t CONTROL GROUP, 
POSTTEST EXPERIHEIJ':PAL CONDITIO!!) 
Teacher says to students: 
I'm sure you have noticed that today, some of you are in 
different classes than you were la~t week when you were given 
the Alcohol Knowledge Questionnaire; Let me reassure you that 
everyone scored very highly on the questionnaire, and I am 
very pleased with the result~. The classroom arrangements 
for today are only temporary and you will be returning to 
your regular classes tomorrow. 
1. Today, I would like you to spe nd the next twenty-five min-
utes or so studying on your own. Please do not ask any ques-
tions or make comments about questionnaires you were asked to 
fill out last "",eek or about the classroom arrangements for to-
day. Time has been provided at the end of the period for this 
purpose. (Give theM twenty-five minutes to study). 
2. NOW, before our question and answer period, I would like 
to have you complete a final questionnaire. (Give them ten 
minutes) . 
3. Question and answer period. 
APPENDIX F' 
TEACHER'S I NSTRUCTIONS TO STUDEdTS 
SECOND DAY OF EXPEHI MEL1T 
(NO PRETEST, SOCIAL WORKER, 
POSTTEST EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIO T) 
Teacher says to students: 
I'm sure you have noticed that today, some of you are in 
different classes than you we re last week when you were given 
the Alcohol Knowledge QU9stionnairej we have regrouped you ac-
cording to the scores you received. Let me reassure you that 
everyone scored very highly on the questionnaire, and I am 
very please d with the result s . The classroom arrangements 
for today are only tempor~ry and you will be returning to 
your regular cl a sses tomorrow . 
1. Today, I would like you to spe nd the next ten minu tes or 
so studying on your ovm. (Give them ten minutes to study). 
2. NOw, I would like to introduce our guest speaker for to-
day. This is Mr. Adams, who is a professional social worker, 
working with alcoholics in the Portland area. He will speak 
to you today on the topic of alcoholism. Please do not ask 
any questions or make comments during the speech. Time has 
been provided at the end of the period for this purpose. 
(Step #2 should take about fifteen minutes). 
3. Before our question and answer period, I would like to 
have you complete a final questionnaire. (Give them ten min-
utes). 
4. Question and anSvler period. 
APPENDIX G 
TEACHER'S I NSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS 
SECOND DAY OF EXPERIMENT 
(NO PRETEST, PHYSICIAN, POSTTEST EXPERI~ENT CONDITION) 
Teacher says to students: 
I'm sure you have noticed that today, some of you are in 
different classes than you were last week when you were given 
the Alcohol Knowledge Questionnaire: we have regrouped you ac-
cording to the scores you received. Let me reassure you th~ 
everyone scored very high~ on the ~estionnaire, and I . am 
very Eleased with the results. The classroom arrangements for 
today are only temporary and you will be returning to your reg-
ular classes tomorrow. 
1. Todayj I would like you to spend the next ten minutes or 
so studying on your own. (Give them ten minutes to study). 
2. Now, I would like to introduce our guest speaker for to~ 
day. This is Dr. Adams who is a practicing physician in the 
Portland area. He will speak to you today on the topic of al-
coholism. Please do not ask any questions or make comments 
during the speech. Time has been provided at the end of the 
period for this purpose. (step 12 should take about fifteen 
minutes). 
3. Before our question and answer period, I would like to 
have you complete a final questionnaire. (Give them ten min-
utes)~ 
4. Question and answer period. 
APPE dDIX H 
TEACHER'S INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS 
SECOND DAY OF EXPERIHENT 
(PRETEST, CONTROL , POSTTEST EXPERIMENT CONbITION) 
Teacher s ays to students: 
11m sure you noticed that today, some of you are in dif-
ferent classes than you were last week when you were given 
the Alcohol Knowledge Quest ionriaire : we have regrouped you 
according to the scores you recei~ed. Let me reassure you 
. that everyone scored ~er..Y .. J! ighl~ on the questionnaire, and I 
am very pl~ased with the results. The classroom arrangements 
for today are only temporar y and you will be returning to your 
regular classes tomorrow. 
1. Today ; I have another questionnaire I would like to have 
you fill out. (Give them ten minutes to complete them). 
2. Now, I would like you to spend the next fifteen minutes 
or so studying on your own. (Give them fifteen minutes to 
study). Also, tell them not to ask any questions or make any 
comments about the questionnaires the y have been asked to fill 
out. Time has been provided at · the end of the period to ans-
wer any questions you may have. 
3. Before our question and answer period, I would like to 
have you complete a fin a l questionna ire. (Give them ten min-
utes). 
4. Question and answer period. 
UB R 
j\PPENDIX I 
TEACHER' S I NSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS 
SECOND DAY OF EXPERI MENT 
(PRETEST, SOCIAL WORKER , POSTTEST EXPERI~lliNT CONDITI ON) 
Teacher says to students ~ 
I'm sure you have noticed that today, some of you are in 
different classes than you were last week when you were giv-
en the Alcohol Knowledge Questionnaire; we have regrouped you 
according to the scores you r ece ived . Let me reas sure yo~ 
that everyone scored very highly o n the questionna ire, and I 
am very pleased with the re sults. The classroom arrangements 
t MQ"'ttt% 
for today are only temporar y and you will be returning to 
your regular classes tomorrow. 
1. Today , I have another ~uestionnaire I would like to ha "e 
you fill out. (Give them ten minutes to complete them). 
2. Now, I would like to introduce our guest speaker for 
today. This is Mr. Adams, who is a professional social 
worker, who works with alcoholics in the Portland area. He 
will speak to you today on the topic of alcoholism. Please 
do not ask any questions or make comments during the speech. 
Time has been provided at the end of the period for this 
purpose. (Step #2 should take about fifteen minutes). 
3. Before our question and answer period, I would like to 
have you complete a final questionnaire. (Give them ten 
minutes). 
4. Question and answer period. 
APPENDIX J 
.. ~ame 
last first middle 
A n wnber of statements concE:rning a lcohol and its use 
are listed belo\v. Please i ndicate your agreement or disa-
greement wi th each statement by encircling the word to the 
left of each statement which best ' describes your f ee ling. 
Make a decision for every .statemen t. Encircle only one word 
for . each statement . 
AG REE DISAGREE 1. Alcoholics Anonymous is a \',Jondrous o r -
ganization . 
AGREE DISAGREE 2. The fan ilies of alcoholic s s hould en-
couraqe theM to seek expert t reatment 
for their condition. 
AGREE DISAGREE 3. Private treatment facilities should be 
available to alcoholics . 
AGREE DISAGREE 4. Treatment of alcoholism should be a 
specialty within the medical profession . 
AGREE DISAGREE 5. Tremendous rese arch prog rams are needed 
in the area of alcoholism. 
AGREE DISAGREE 6. Grants should be r eadily available to 
any professional person for research in 
the area of alcoholism. 
AGREE DISAGREE 7. Doctors who spend their time treating 
alcoholics are wasting their time. 
AGREE DISAGREE 8. Neither state nor feceral funds should 
be used for t he treatment of alcoholism. 
AGREE DISAGREE 9. General hospi tals s hould not accept al-
coholics for trea.tment as such. 
AGREE DISAGREE 10. If an alcoholic wanted to be cured, he 
could accomplish the matter himself. 
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AG REE DISAGREE 11. Eve n i f alcoholics could be cured by 
proper treatme nt, the cost would be u n -
warranted . 
AGREE DI SAGREE · 12. The physician who attempts to treat an 
alcoholic is wasting his time . 
AGREE DISAGREE 13. Newspapers should be willing to contri-
bute space for pub licizing the problem 
of alcohol isn . 
AGREE DISAGREE 14. The facts of alcoholism s hould be ex-
tensive ly taught in every high school 
in Amer ica . 
AGREE DISAGREE 15 . Popular literature on alcoholism should 
be available to any citizen who has the 
intere st to write for it. 
AGREE DISAGREE ].6 . Every dollar spent toward educat"ng t he 
public regarcing alcoholism is a dollar 
exceptiona lly well spent. 
AGREE DISAGREE 17 . The more extens ive efforts to "educate 
the public " regard ing alcoholism prob-
ably serves simply to increase alcohol-
ism . 
AGREE DISAGREE 18. The facts of alcoholism are generally 
unknown to the public . 
AGREE DISAGREE 19. Public education concerning alcoholism 
i s a waste of time and money . 
AGREE DISAGREE 20 . The general public is already suffi -
c iently informed about the facts o f al-
coholism . 
AGREE DISAGREE 21. Publicity concerning the problem of al-
c oholism simply a dd s to the confusion 
already rampant i n the public mind . 
AGREE DISAGREE 22 . The p u blic has heard enough about al-
coholism. 
AGREE DISAGREE 23 . Only such profess i onal persons as phy-
sic i ans, social workers , and the like, 
should receive extensive information 
concerning alcoholism. 
AGREE DISAGREE 24. ~ore interest ill the problem of alco-
holism should be aroused among the gen-
e ral public~ 
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AGREE DISAGREE ~5. Lega l control of alcohol should be on 
a pureJ.y local option b a sis. · 
AGREE DISAGR~E 26. Cont r ol of alcoholic b e verages should 
be limited to that necessary to pre-
vent drunkenness and evils of excess. 
AGREE DISAGREE 27. The present system of county option re-
garding the sale of alcohol is the most 
practical and desirable one available. 
AGREE DISAGR~E 28. State liquor stores should b~ conven-
iently accessible to any citizen with-
in the sta.te. 
AGREE DISAGREE 29. There should be no legal restrictions 
on the sale and distribution of alco-
holic beverages. 
AGREE DISAGREE 30. 'l'hose Vlho disagree wi th the concept of 
prohibition should feel free to drink 
even in "dry" areas. 
AG REE DISAGREE 31. Liquor and groceries should be taxed 
proportionately . 
AGREE DISAG~EE 32. The government should have no right tc 
control in any way the accessibility of 
alcoholic beverages to adult citlzens. 
AGREE DISAGREE 33. The sale of alcoholic beverages should 
be more close ly supervised and controlled 
by the government. 
AGR~E DISAGREE 34. Closer supervision of the sale of alco-
holic beverages might well result in 
less crime, particularly among juven-
iles. 
AGREE DISAGREE 35. Alcoholic . beverages should be sold on 
Sundays and holidays. 
AGREE DISAGREE 36. The most important goal in alcohol ed-
ucation is to suppress drinking behav-
ior. 
AGREE DISAGREE 37. A person vlho has had the equivalent of 
one highball should not be allowed to 
drive an automobile. 
AGREE DISAGREE 38 . Despite the fact that many millions do 
use alcoholic beverages, their use is 
degrading. 
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AGREE DISAGREE 39. An ind ividual with no emotional prob-
le~ has no need for alcohol. 
AGREE DISAGREE 40. The "social drinker" is probably basi-
cally disturbed emotionally . 
. 
AGREE DISAGREE 41. Alcoholic beverages are harmless when 
used in mod eration. 
AGREE DISAG REE 42. The use of alcohol is a custom which 
should be aband oned by society. 
AGREE DISAGREE 43. It i~ all right for WOMen to engage in 
m~derate social drinking. 
AG REE DISAGREE 44. Drinking of alcoholic beverages should 
be classed with the illegal use of dope. 
AGREE DISAGREE 45. The habit of a before-dinner cocktail 
is neith~r beheficial nor harmful. 
AGREE DISAG~EE 46. Social drinking is all right if, and 
only if, it is done with moderation. 
AGREE DISAGREE 47. One should drink if he enjoys the taste 
of alcoholic beverages. 
AGREE DISAGREE 48. Drinking on some social occasions should 
be done if it helps the individual to 
fit in with others. 
/l.GREE DISAGREE 49. The alcoholic is basically an i.nse"GPre 
person. 
AGREE DISAGREE 50. Alcoholism is the direct result of a 
sick and decadent society. 
AGREE DISAGREE 51. Conditions within the individual as 
well as external to the individual con-
tribute to the developMent of alcoholism. 
AGREE DISAGRI.:E 52. No one should oresume to criticize the 
alcoholic with;ut knowing why he drinks. 
AGREE DISAGREE 53. Alcoholi~m should be treated as a mis-
demeanor. 
AGREE DISAGREE 54. In combating alcoholism as a disease; 
the effort should be as great as the 
effort expended in combating any other 
disease. 
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AGREE DI SAGR~E 55 . Only a person who is basically quite 
maliciou s could become alcoholice 
AGREE DISAGREE 560 The alco holic ha s no one · to blame for 
his trouhles but hims elf . 
AGREE DISAGREE 57. Alcoholism begins as the sin of drink-
i ng and e nds as a sinful habit . 
AGREE DISAGREE 58. Alcoholisn s hould be treated as a fel-
ony . 
AGREE DISAGREE 59. The alcoholic suffers from a severe 
illness and needs treatment to a much 
greater degree than the usual medical 
c ompla ints . 
AGREE DISAGREE 60 . All alcoholics are human wrecks found 
in dives . 
APPEnDIX K 
SPEEC H GIVEN BY ACTOR IN EXPERIMENT';\.I., CONDITIONS, 
.. THE DETRI i.'·IEN1'j\L E?FECTS OF ALCOHOL" 
Alcohol in any quantity produce s a depressing, not a 
stimulating, action on the central nervous system. When al-
. . 
cohol is inges ted and enters the blood stream, the functions 
of the forebr a in are affected first. Judgement is generally 
impaired, caution is reduced , self-control is lessened, rea-
son is blunted, will power and attention are depressed, the 
special senses are dulled, and inhibitions begin to be re-
moved. 
Small amounts of alcohol do not interfere with diges-
tion, they may even promote it; large amounts slow o r stop 
I 
it. Alcohol is popularly believed to be a respirato ry and 
circulatory stimulant, but this is not true. In addition, 
statistics show a higher death rate among persons who use 
alcohol excessively. 
The alcoholic, interested only in a life with alcohol, 
usually follows a pattern of daily living which weakens the 
disease-resisting power of the body. Statistics show that 
chronic alcoholics have a higher mortality from pneumonia 
than rJoderate drinkers or abstainers and acquire the infec-
tion more freq uently. 
Alcohol has none of the vitamins a nd minerals and pro-
teins the body need s. An excessive drinker usually negle'cts 
.food, deriving up to 70 % of his needed calorie s from alco-
hoI, a nd is apt to be more interested in drinking than eating. 
8t 
The ,excessive drinker ma.y dev elop .d iseases stemrning fron a 
lack of vitamins. The re is no scientific evid ence at present 
to verify that physica l tolerance is built up for alcohol. 
For both r e gular drinkers and non-drinkers, when the alcohol 
conce ntr ation in the b lood reach2 s a certain point, uncon-
sciousness follows. 
Child ren who grow up in alcoholic families inevitably 
learn differ ent attit~des toward life and alcohol than do 
children in normal homes. If more of them become alcoholics 
than do people in general, this is due to their experiences 
and not to heredity. A person froM an alcoholic family prob-
ably runs a greater risk 'of alcoholism if he drinks. 
The ane s thetic effect of alcohol in those portions of 
the brain "/hieh control behavior causes the drinker to become 
less aware of the need for control, and less conscious of 
the forces whieh assist in imposing those controls. Under 
the influence of alcohol, the individuaL may becoQe Dore prim-
itive in behavior as the basic impulses are released from the 
acquired controls. The general effect is characterized by a 
regre ssion from maturity to immaturity and fro~ civilized to 
uncivilized behavior. 
The various stag-es of intoxication are determined by 
the increasing concentration of alcohol in the blood. The 
degree to which normal perfOIT1anCeS are impaired is in di-
rect proportion to the stage of intoxication. One of the 
early signs of intoxication is when the drinker , because of 
the effect of alcohol, is unable .to recognize his anti-
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social behavior. LOllU , boisterou~ conduct exemplifies such 
a person. In the second stage, the sense of perception is 
dulled and the field of observation is narrowed. Clumsiness 
takes the pla ce of precision due to weak muscular coordin-
ation and results in mishaps and loss of efficiency. In the 
third stage, the control of locomotion and muscular ~ovements 
is seriously disturbed and the ord inary s~T!nptorns of drunken-
ness are manifes ted . Finally, in the fourth and last stage r 
the resul ts are stupor I u nconsciousness , and corna . 
Social pre ssures often cause soci~l ~rinking. Having 
f r iends, being liked ana acc epted by the group is i mportant 
to everyone, young and old, and often one is ~ade to feel 
that he must drink to be a good spor t or to keep from of fe n d -
ing someone. 
In surnl'na ry, it would appear · tha t Inany people who try to 
resolve their thoughts and actions on the subject ar2 deluged 
with all sorts of fallacious materials and ideas. The fol-
lowing factual state~ents should help clear up misunderstand-
ings in this area: 
t. Alcohol enters the blood strearn a1: a rapid rate and 
acts upo~ the brain and central nervous system, slowing down 
the reaction time, perception and reflexes. 
2. Alcohol is an anesthetic ~vhich provides temporary, 
quick relief from many painful physical and psychological 
conditions by dulling perception. The release of tensions 
due to anxiety is chiefly through the anesthetic action of 
alcohol ·on higher centers of the ·brain. 
3. Small amounts of alcohol may increa se appetite by 
increasing the flow of saliva and gastric juices. In large 
quantities, alcohol interfers with or stops digestion. 
4. Alcohol provides calories, but it delivers no vita-
mins, minerals or proteins and may impede their absorption. 
S. Alcohol does not increase efficiency or ability to 
perform mental or physical work of any sarto 
6. Alcohol does not act as a stimulant, although, by 
reducing inhibitions or consciousness of fatigue, it seems 
to stimulate. 
7. Alcohol has not been proven to be a direct (or 
specific) cause of peptic ulcer, though it can aggravate 
this condition. 
8. Alcohol does not cure colds. It may pro~ote per-
spiration and relief from discomfort which may aid recovery 
if the patient stays in bed. Heavy drinkers, whose resist-
ance is lowered by poor habits generally, are more suscep-
tible to death from pneillJonia than others. 
9. Alcohol does not differ in its effect according 
to the form of beverage in which it is incorporated; the 
chief factor is the amount of alcohol present in different 
beverages. 
APPEND IX L 
POST'TEs'r 
Name 
last f irst middle 
A number of statements concerning a lcoho l and its use 
are 11' stec1 0' (:llo~.,l' . Pl . d ' t .t d ' 
- ~ ease I n l ea e your agreernenc o r l sa-
greement with each st.atement by encircling the ~..,or d , to the 
left of each statement, which best describes your feeling. 
Make a decision for every statement . Enc ircle only one word 
for each statement . 
AGREE DISAGREE 1. A nationa l organi z at ion similar to the 
Cancer Society should be established 
and supported for t reatment of alcohol-
ism. 
AGREE DISAGREE 2. Oreg on should establish mo re treatment 
facilities for alcoholics. 
AGREE DISAGREE 3. For successful treatment of alcoholism 
both medical and psychological tech-
nique s should be us~d. 
AGREE DISAGREE 4. The most successful treatment of alco-
holism attempts to he lp the in~ ividual 
regain his will power. 
AGREE DISAGREE 5. The Division of Alcoholis~ is a waste of 
the taxpayer's money. 
AGREE DISAGREE 6. Money spent for research on alcoholism 
would be better spent on other things. 
AGREE DISAGREE 7. Individual psych ological counseling is 
the most effective way for treating the 
alcoholic. 
AGREE DISAGREE 8. The Division for Alcoholism is an organ-
ization of vital i mportance to all. 
AGREE DISAGREE 9. Science has no real hope of finding a 
cure for alcoholism. 
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AGREE DISAGREE 10. The wholesale treatment of alcoholics 
is impractical. 
AGREE DISAGR~E 11. It is impractical to offer treatment to 
all alcoholics who might want it. 
AGREE DISAGREE 12. The treatment o f alcoholism should be 
un'ertaken only by the individual's own 
f ani ly ana fr iends ~ 
AGREE DISAGREE 13. Public education is an integral part of 
the trea t ment o f alcoholism as a social 
problem . . 
AGREE DISAGREE 14. Alcoholism should be as widely and as 
freely discussed among the general pub-
lic as cancer or heart disease. 
AGREE DISAGREE 15. Cooperative communi ty effort is needed 
to provide the facts about alcohol. 
AGREE DISAGREE 16. Public education programs concerning al-
coholism arc useless . 
AGREE DISAGREE 17. It is impractical to attempt to educate 
the public concerning the facts of alco-
holi s~n. 
AGREE DISAGREE 18. There is no real need for a specific ed-
ucational program on alcoholism in Ore-
gon .. 
AGREE DISAGREE 19. The public could do with less emphasis 
on the problem of alcoholism. 
AGREE DISAGREE 20. Literature concerning alcoholism should 
not be freely available to the general 
public. 
AGREE DISAGREE 21~ More infotma tion should be available to 
the general public regarding alcoholism. 
AGREE DISAGREE 22. Information concerning alcoholism should 
be restricted to those directly involved. 
AGREE DISAGREE 23. The public deserves to be kept informed 
regarding the topic of alcoholis~. 
AGREE DISAGREE 24. The Division of Alcoholism should dis-
tribute more infor~ation among the gen-
eral public. 
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AGREE DISAGREE 25. If the federal government refuses to 
enforce prohibition , it is up to the 
individual sta tes. 
AGREE DISAGREE 26. Hanufacture of alcohol should be re-
stricted even though we have an excess 
of cerea l grains ava ilable. 
AGREE DISAGREE 27. The law has no more right to restrict 
the sale of alcohol than it d o es the 
sale of bread . 
AGREE DISAGREE 28. The p resent sys tem i nvolving state liq-
uor stores is quite satisfactory. 
AGREE DISAGHEE 29. The heavy tax on liquor is unfair. 
AGREE DISAGREE 30. Alcoholic beverages should be as free-
ly available as cigarettes. 
AGREE DI SAGREE 31. Alcohol sho u l d be freely a vailabl e to 
anyone over 18 ye~rs of age . 
A.GREE DISAGREE 32. Any business should be able to acquire 
a liqUor license at nominal costg 
AG~EE DISl''lGREE 33. The costs of liquor licenses should be 
decreased . 
AGREE DISAGREE 34. Alcohol is much too freely available to 
adolescents. 
AGREE DISAGREE 35. The cost of liquor licenses should be 
increased. 
AGREE DISAGREE 36. Enforcement of liquor licenses should 
be increased . 
AGREE DISAGREE 37. Drinking is OK as a business courtesy . 
AGREE DISAGREE 38 . Drinking.is, itself, as bad as any im-
proper behavior whi ch may r esult. 
AGREE DISAGREE 39. Public dr ink ing is more to be frowned 
upon than dri nking in the home. 
AGREE DISAGREE 40. Taking a cocktai l be fore dinner is ~he 
first step toward a lcoholism . 
AGREE DISAGREE 41. Parents who drink in front of their 
children Hould do better to flog them . 
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AGREE DISAGREE 42. Social drinking a dds to our relaxation 
and pleasure. 
AGREE DISAGREE 43. Moderate drinking should be regarded as 
neither good nor evil. 
AGREE DISAGREE 44. Whether or not a person drinks has no-
thing to do \']i th his will povver or emo-
tional hec:.lth. 
AGREE DISAGR~E 45. Even 60derate drinking eventually pro-
duces harmf ul consequences. 
AGREE DISAGREE 46. Alcohol in rnoderationhas no real ef-
fect upon a pe~son1s personality. 
AGREE DISAGREE 47 . A few drinks are quite relaxing after 
a hard day's work. 
AGREE DISi\GREE 48. A job applicant who drinks at all is 
probably a bad prospect. 
AGREE DISAGREE 49. The alcoholic deserves the same can · 
sideration as any other sick person. 
AGREE DISAGREE 50. The alcoholic has only himself to blame 
for his problems . 
AG REE DISAGREE 510 The alcoholic is simply a sick person 
who needs care ana sy~pathy. 
AGREE DISAGREE 52. Alcoholism can only exist in a general 
atmosphere of greed . 
AG REE DISAGREE 53. The alcoholic is more to be envied than 
pitied. 
AGREE DISAGREE 54. Alcoholism is a disease and should be 
treated as such. 
AGREE DISAGREE 55. Alcoholism is a c ondi tion which is best 
ignored. 
AGREE DISAGREE 56. The alcoholic basically enjoys the at-
tention Wllich he usually gets. 
AGREE DISAGREE 57. Only an exceedingly selfish and un-
thinking person becomes an alcoholic. 
AGREE DISAGREE 58. Alcoholism is a deliberate crime against 
society. 
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AG REE DISAGR ~E 59. Most alcoholics would resent an offer 
of fr ee t reatment for their condition. 
AGREE DISAGREE 60 . The alcoholic should be treated as the 
criminal which he is. 
PERSONAL IN FOH1YiATI ON 
Total N=168 
AGE 
Year s 14 15 16 




Gender 1-1ale Female 
Number 85 83 
Percent 51.0 49.0 
N=168 





















TYPES OF ORGAN I Zf4. TI 0 i.\18 
-
Type Social Professional Hobby Religious 
Response 66 2 43 35 
Active In 34 1 1 5 11 
TYPES OF ORGANIZATIONS, continued 
Type Social Activity Service Political Other 
Response 1 0 22 25 0 
Active In 3 9 1 0 
RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE 
Re l igion Protestant Ca t ho l i c J ewish Other 
Num . .f= 0 .... resp. 99 31 3 26 
Pe r c ent 62.3 19.5 1.9 16.4 
----
. N=1 59 
ATTENDANC}~ Ar;} CHURCH 
·At tendance Regular Oc cas i ona l Se l domNever 
Frequency 67 2 8 3 9 33 
Percent 40.1 16. 8 19. 8 
N= 167 
TYPES OF OCCUPATIONS PPBPARING FOR 
Type White Collar Blue Collar Prof. Undecided 
Num. resp. 71 16 37 21 
Percent 49ftO 11.0 25.5 14.5 
N=145 
I tv1MED IA1'E PLANS AFTER HIGH SCHOOL 
Pla.ns Hark Tech./Voc. School College Hilitary Ot.h. 
Number 29 33 90 20 7 
Percent 17.2 13~6 53 .. 3 11.8 4.1. 
N=168 
GRADES EARNED 
Grades A-B C D-F 
Number 69 95 4 
Percent 41.1 56.6 2.4 
N=168 
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A'rrrENDANCE OF SCHOOL OUTSID:C S .2\Lr..r-l AREA 
Yes No 
Number 87 79 
Percent. 52,,4 47.6 
----------------, 
N=166 
AREA OF BIRTH 
Area Salep1 ~vestern States Midwest Eastern Foreign 
Number 6 8 75 9 6 2 
--"------_._-------
Percent 42.5 46. 9 5.6 3.8 1.3 
N=160 
PARENTS AGE 
'Age 30-34 ' 35-39 40-44 45-49 ' 50-54 + " 
Father 7 31 38 30 20 14 
% Re 'sponse 5.0 22.1 27.1 21.4 14.3 10.0 
Mother ' 17 40 39 39 13 6 
% Response 11.0 26.0 25.3 25.3 8.4 3.9 
N=140 (Father) 




Numbe r 16? 5 
Percent 97.0 3.0 
N= 167 
PARENTS EDUCATIO ~ J 
Years 0-8 9-12 13-1 6 171 
-~-.----------,,- ------.---.------.--
l?ather 21 7 4 38 10 
% Response 14 .7 51. 8 2 6 . 6 7. 0 
---------
Mother 11 95 37 3 
% Response 7.5 65.1 25.3 2.1 
N=146 (Father) 
N= 80 (Hother ) 
POLITICAL PREFERENCE 
Party Democrat Republican Other 
------._---_ .. 
Father 69 56 
% Respon se 51.9 42.1 
--------- --------
Bother 62 
% Response 45.0 
66 
47.8 
lJ=133 (Father ) 







FATHERS I j JCO~··1 E: 





Ci ty t:o ci ty 
Per c ent 
~'Ji thin. c i t.y 
Percent 
8 40 45 23 








1 2 3+ 
19 11 15 
12 .. 0 9.4 
22 12 22 
------ -
13.4 13.4 
N=159 (City to city) 
N=164 (Within city) 
APPENDIX N 
THE STUDENT POPULATION 
As the experiment was conducted on two different days, 
the experimente r s expected some attrition of students due to 
sickness and other normal causes of absences. The experi-
menters were also prepared for an addition of students on the 
second experimenta l day who had no t been present at school on 
the first experimenta l day. In each of the questionna ires 
that the students were asked to fill out, space was provided 
for ' either their full name or their initials . Thus, it was 
possible to accurately match forms and to cross check from o ne 
fo rm to the next. As previously mentioned, the students were 
told tha t the names on the form would be u sed only for match-
ing purposes, and would not in any way affect their grades. 
A total of 169 knowledge questionn~ires were collected, 
but the personal information sheet administered on the same 
day reflected a drop of one student. On the second day of the 
experiment, only the posttest was administered to all of the 
students and the total number collected was 152. Each stu-
dent's alcohol knowledge questionnaire from the first and sec-
ond experimental days was then matched so that comparisons 
could be made concerning attitude change toward alcohol usage. 
This, plus' the fact that several students had to be elimin-
ated because they fai led to properly identify their question-
naires with either their initials or their entire names, left 
a total of 140 students for consideration in the final tabu-
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lation of the data$ The breakdown into experimental con-
ditions is illustr~ted in Table I of Chapter III. 
The unequal number of students in each condition re-
flects, first, the size difference of the two periods. Third 
period had a total of 73 students: fourth period had a , total 
of 67 students that were included in the final experimental 
condition. The other reason for the different nwnber of stu-
dents in each experimental condition is that the students 
were assigned to conditions ba sed on the scores they received 
on the knowledge questionnaires which were administered on 
the first day of the experiment . Thus p the experimenters had 
no control over the attrition of students and shifts made due 
to student absences. 
The scores obtained from the alcohol knowledge ques -
tionnaires were used to assign students to the six various ex-
perimental conditions c Tfie spread of the scores (which were 
based on the number of incorrect answers out of a total of 
87) ranged from 49 to 23 incorrect responses. As the exper-
imenters were unable to shift stude~ts from one school period 
to the next, we were forced to assign ~he students to clisses 
within each period. Thi,s was accomplished by randomly as-
signing all students who received a score of 49 to each of 
the three conditions; then all who received a score of 48 were 
randomly assigned to the classes and so on through the score 
of 23. This method was used for both periods. When there 
were only two people having a s~ngle score, one student was 
~7 
included who had the .next lower score. For example, if only 
two students receiv8d sco~es of 49, then another student was 
included who had received a score of 48; then the three were 
randomly assigned to each of the three experimental conditions. 
APPENDIX 0 
IMPRESSIONS 
The first contact the students had with t he experi-
ment was September 15, 196ge ~hey were in their regularly 
schedu l ed classr60m settings. Th e t eachers we re asked to 
distribute the material and to keep their answe rs to any 
questions to a minimum . The three tea chers i ndi c ated that 
the students followed directions; accepted the explanations 
give I t and completed the questionnaires . 
Following the experiment cond ucted on September 22, 
1969, iMpressions were gathered from the various people in-
volved av to the effectiveness a t the presentation, validity 
o f the actor , i 'Lpact of t le presentation , and any other free 
flowing crnrunents that were expresse d or witnessed during and 
after the experiment. 
1. Impres s i ons of the Actor 
The actor was asked whether he had felt any difference 
in the responses he r e ceived from the student s when he was 
introduced as the d o ctor or the social worker. He said that 
he picked up no difference in the responses from the stu-
dents to him in the different roles. "Each class appeared 
to be paying attention to what was said and I could not tell 
any difference in the attention span or d epth of concentra-
tion to what was being said. Each class appeared to be pay-
ing attention pretty well." The actor was asked whether he 
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felt any difference , hi~self, when h e was introduced in the 
different ro es and he replied: "No! I felt just the same in 
either role and attempted to present the material the same ." 
He was asked if h~ felt there was any difference in the man-
ner of presentation ; that is, the way and ease with which 
the material was read between the first and last presenta-
tions. He indicated that he had read the material thoroughly 
before present ing it and felt that he had maintained the same 
level of speed and tone inflection , and number of times he 
referred to the material while presenting it was approximate-
ly the s ame . One of the experil enters timed the four p re -
sentation ~ and found that they were all within t wo minutes 
of each othe r . The v ar i ation was attributed to a difference 
in readiness of the teachers to introduce the actor . Also, 
the actor enter ~d the classroom v.he n he assumed that the pre-
testing was completed and reported that the waiting was due 
. to the collection of the tests. 
The actor was a sked if he received any verbal or non-
verbal feedback from any of the students . He indicated that 
the time element was such that no time was available for ver-
bal feedback; his impress ion was that he received no non-
verbal feedback . "The students listened , and the speech was 
short enough so that they diel not start moving around in 
their chairs." The gene ral impression of t .he actor is that 
each class received t.he same in method of presentation, and 
t he responses to the presentation were very similar in all 
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of the experimental conditions . 
2. Impressions of the Teachers 
Each teacher was first asked to call roll and then to 
identify thos~ students who were to change classes. All 
three teachers indicated they were asked by the students \-lhy 
they were being moved, but they did not provide any explan-
ation beyond the fact the re was going to be a change in the 
classes for that day only. Since the time element ~as 
stressed to the teachers before th~ experiment its~lf com-
menced, they vlere a\vare of its importance and did not pause 
to answer questions until after the final test had been com-
pleted and collected. 
The teachers were interviewed concerning their im-
pressions of the presentation, itself. All three had the 
same general cowaents as did the actor concerning the ver-
bal and non-verbal responses from the students. They indi-
cated that several questions arose after the actor had left 
the room. Non-verbal co~~unication was observed in that the 
student paid close attention to the presenter and shifted 
little in their seats. The teachers were questioned close-
ly regarding sid _ glances, whispered comments to fello,", stu-
dents, or any other form of distractive communication. Each 
teacher observed si~e glances which were between friends but 
did not see anything distracting or otherwise significant in 
relation to the material being presented. The two teachers 
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having the control group conditions were asked to comment 
on how the study time was utilized by the students; their 
instructions were to provide a study period. The teachers 
felt that, for the most part, the students were cooperative. 
During the tests, some of the students had questions 
about the meaning of certain words in the tests. The teach-
ers responded only by explaining or defining the word with 
a minimum of elaboration. Some of the words that required 
an interpretation were: "dry areas," "Alcoholics Anonymous," 
"misdemeanor," and "on the wagon." 
The bulk of questions from the students came after 
the last test had been completed, handed in, and before one 
of the experimenters cd~ld come into the room to explain the 
entire sequence. Typically, questions arose in the areas of 
"the effects of alcohol.1t Many students wanted to know what 
various types of drinks would do to them and how much alco-
hol would be required to get a person drunk; for example, 
"Can I get drunk on three bee,rs?" The teachers attempted to 
answer the questions as best they could in relation to the 
effects of alcohol. When the experimenter revealed the true 
identity of the actor, many students were surprised and ex-
pressed that they had accepted the person as introduced. 
Some responded 'tlith "Are you really, who you say you are?", 
"Man, have we been fooled!", and · "hTho can we believe now? It 
These responses were in accord with the experimenter 's ex-
pectations as they had recently entered a new school and 
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were usually willing to participate in new experiences. The 
teachers reported later that the students asked for reas-
surance from them as to what had actually happened, what they 
had been a p rt of and,who, exactly, was the actor. The sub-
ject of alcohol 1as o f sufficient interest to them that they 
returned to that topic as soon as they had been reassured. 
3. Impressions of the School Principal~ 
The experimenters had considerable contact with the 
school principal prior to and during the planning stages of 
the experiment. He was questioned concerning any feedback 
about the experiment that he received from the stucents or 
the t.eachers. He indicated that the only feedb a ck he re-
cel ved \vas from the teachers concerning the smoothness wi t h 
which the experiment had been conducted. The principal also 
indicated that. the teachers were pleased with the response " 
th~y received from the students and were confident that they, 
as teachers, had done as instructed. The principal received 
no feedback from the students. 
4. Impressi9ns of the Experimenters 
One of the experimenters indicated that she was of the 
impression that the actor felt and functioned equally com-
fortably in both roles. Having had the opportunity to ob-
serve hiM assuming the role of the physician and the role of 
the social worker from outside the classroom, she was able 
to evaluate the presentation in a way similar to that of the 
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students. This experimenter also felt that the actor spoke 
slowly and distinctly; his voice was steady and natural. 
Eye contact Hi th the students vIas "natural ," in that he had 
looked down at the written informa tion occasionally~ Thus, 
he did not convey the inpression that he had a memorized 
speech or that it did not really contain his own convictions 
concerning the subject of alcohol usage. He did not appear 
to be Merely "parroting'! information with which he was actu-
ally not too fami.liar. Finally, this experimente r felt that 
in both roles, the actor functioned i n the saTTle consistent 
manner, and in both situations, the students li s tened quietly 
and attentively. 
One of the expe rimenters observed and haj the feeling 
that the t e achers were coope ra t ive and anxious to help. The 
teachers appeared to be interested in the experiment and 
wanted feedback concerning the results and findings of the ex-
periment when they were tabulated. The teachers appeared 
comfortable with the experimental situation and expressed no 
reservations about introducing and taking responsibility for 
the actor. They offered to help with the mechanics of the 
experime nt in any vlay tha t they could. In summary, the fol-
lowing attitudes were expressed by the teachers: 
1) They were more than happy to help as they had been 
through this themse lves. 
2) This is information of ·value and related to stu-
dent interest. 
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3) It is information that all students should have; 
many are not given any in formation or training at 
home . 
4) They (the students) can learn about biology any 
day of the week . 
The other experimenter explaine d the experimental sit-
uation to the students and answered pertinent questions fol-
lowing the final presentation. At the end of the third per-
iod classes, he indicated to the students that they had been 
asked to answer the questions to determine ho~ much they knew 
about alcohol usage and ~busage. They were told that they 
would receive a more complete account of t.he experience they 
had been a part of on the following day; they were asked not 
to talk about what they had just experienceJ . Again, from 
all indications, the students responded as requested and did 
not talk about the test; this was supported by the fact that 
the fourth period classes appeared to be surprised to learn 
that the actor was actually neither a social worker nor a 
physician. 
This experimenter talked to the fourth period classes 
on the second day of the experiment and to the third period 
classes on the following day. Upon explaining the full and 
true nature of the study, the students registered a surprise. 
Typical comments vlere that they had not known \"ho t.he actor 
was and had accepted him as introduced. The content of the 
material was discussed and the questions centered around 
"the effects of alcohol usage." Feedback and impressions 
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such as these ind icate that the student.s did listen to the 
content of the material and ':Jere attentive to the communica-
tor while he wa s delive ring the presentation. Some students 
were able to remember some of the information that had been 
presented in the speech as a further indication that they 
were listening to the content. 
5. SUl1'.ma r y 
The concensus of all who were involved in the experi-
ment was that: 
1) Verbal and non-verbal f eedback ind ica ted that the 
students did listen to the presented mater:al. 
2) rrhe students a ccepted. t he a ctor as introd uced a .d 
had no reason to doubt hi ~ r o le at the time of the 
presentation. 
3) Contamination from students in one class period 
revealing inf orma tion to the next was minimal. 
4) Some connection vJas made between the material in 
the first and second days but wi th n6 significant 
effect. 
S) The students accepte~ the nechanic s of the exper-
iment and complied with the instructions . 
